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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, DECEMBER 5. 1910
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Case Asking for Removal of Delegate Andrews Introduces President's Message Will
Bill for Grant of 300,000
Receiver Was to Have
Not Be Read Until To- Acres
Come Up
morrow Afternoon
WITNESSES

COULD

NOT COME PLEASES

ARCHS1SH0P PiTAVAL EARLY

WORK

CLEARS

WAY
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Washington,

Dec.

5.

Congress

TO

BE

His associates reported to the authorities that they believed an attempt had been made to assassinate
him. Late today a mass meeting of
forces was addressed
the
by Congressman Richmond P. Hob-soanti-saloo- n

of Aalabama.

'

FORTY PERSONS HURT
IN. TRAIN COLLISION.

Disaster Occurred on London Northwestern Railroad Near World's
Meropolis.
London, Dec. 5. About forty persons were seriously injured, a number fatally, In a collision on the London Northwestern railroad at Willens-tendeJunction today. The train was
occupied chiefly by clerks coming to

n

offices.
NEW MEXICO'S SENATORS MUST
SIT ON DEMOCRATIC SIDE.
Rans-del- l,
Washington, Dec. 5. Colonel
of the United
sergeant-at-arm- s
States senate, has placed orders for
the new four desks to be occupied by
the senators of Arizona and New
Mexico. The desks will be situated
on the Democratic side of the senate
chamber without regard to the political character of the senate delegations
sent by the new states.
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Carlsbad, N. M., Dec. 5, 1910.
The cotton crop under the Carlsbad

Boston, Dec. 5. Arrangements for
the funeral of Mrs. Mary Baker G.
Eddy, founder and leader of the Christian Science church, who died late
Saturday night at her home on Chestnut. Hill, Newton, .wHI not be made
until the arrival here tomorrow night
from South Dakota of her only son,
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COUNTS.

Opinion of Supreme Tribunal in Case
of Augustus Heinze Adverse to
Him.
Dec. 6. The SuWashington, D.
preme Court of the United States to
day held that the federal court of New
York erred in dismissing certain
counts of the indictments against F.
Augustus Heinze charging misapplication of the funds of the Mercantile
National Bank of New York. Further
proceedings must now be had in the
lower court.
,
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est in the affairs of this city and county and he Has been called to office
more than once by the power of the
ballot, lie was elected probate clerk
eight years ago and held that office
for two years. Then he was elected
collector and treasurer of the county
ana now is serving his third term in
that, office which he has filled with
such ability that he will undoubtedly
be the first county treasurer under the
stale government.
Mr. Lopez has been alderman
for
three terms and now is chairman of
the street and bridge committee.
He
not only works hard to see that our
streets are kept In good condition and
improved but he is a builder of bridges, and culverts and other necessary
devices to facilitate traffic and provide for the safety of the public.
In politics, too Mr. Lopez has shown
skill in "building bridges" that bridged over petty disputes among
his
constituents and he has more than
once contributed to Republican suc
cess in this city, county and territory.

-

prevention

j

MIDDLE

1ST

and that they spent great sums of
money each year stamping out epl- demies and lessening the number of
cases of unnecessary sickness and
deaths by every means within their
power. He then referred to the work
done by the Board of Education of
the city of Santa Fe and showed that
Santa Fe compares
favorably with
any city in the United States in re- inspection of
gard to the medical
teachers anu school children,
County School Superintendent Conway Speaks.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway, to whom belongs great
credit for the success of the meeting
made n.,e following opening address:
Fellow Teachers, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is indeed with a great deal of
pleasure that I call this meeting to or der. for I consider it to be a most lm portant affair and of vital interest to

ganization.

Mr. Davies' Address.

Attorney E. P. Daves,

lecturing

knight of the R. P. O. E., spoke as
follows:
"We shall meet, but we shall miss
him,
There will be a vacant chair.
But though we no more possess him,
Still our hearts his mem'ry bear.
But awhile ago we gathered,
Friendship beaming in each eye;
Now the golden cord is severed,
He has passed beyond the sky."
Somewhere from the depths of almost forgotten memories, comes those
lines of an old song, and they serve
as a fitting prelude to my remarks
this evening, for this is the day of all
days ln tne yearly calendar of Elkdom
that is set aside and 8iven UP to aP"
l'opriate exercises in memory of our

dear departed.
The memorial exercises that are
teachers and parents. The Santa Fe
held by each and every lodge
County Teachers' Association was or- this. day
FOUR INCHES FULL IN KANSAS ganized about two years ago and dur- of Elks from the turbulent waters
of the Atlantic on the east to the
ing its existence, has been conducive
eiuiet waters of the Pacific on the
orof substantial improvements. This
west, and from the ice bound waters
Began in Missouri Yesterday ganization was a move In the right of
the lakes on the north to the sun-loarus
to
for
it
enabled
has
direction,
and Continued During
.waters of the gulf on the south,
rive at better understanding between stand as an
eloquent and forceful reNight Until Today
ourselves; it has served to join us into futation of the idea that prevails in
a brotherhood and sisterhood, threhy the minds of
many that the Elks'
Guthrie, Okla., Dec. 5. A snow not only promoting our own interests
lodge is too much engrossed In the
storm that has almost assumed the but also advancing the cause of edu- vain and frivolous side of
life, and
proportions of a blizzard prevails ov- cation in Santa Fe county. There's no that we are too much bent on pleaslone
can
condi
the
but
that
ure for the proper development of the
gainsay,
er central Oklahoma today. A high
tions of our county public schools more rericus and consequently more
wind accompanies the snow.
have improved at least 75 per cent In important side of our natures.
Unusual Severity.
the last six years and no longer does It is true, and we enter a plea of
Kansas City, Dec. 5. A snow storm that old time tendency on the part of guilty to the offense, if offense it is
of unusual severity for this time of the directors, to use the public school considered, that we do give a great
the year which began over Kansas and monies for private use exist but the deal of our time to the consideration
nine tenths of them are of the- - amusement and entertainment
Missouri yesterday, continued through- contrary,
to protect the school fund of our members, believing as we do
striving
out the night and this morning. From and
endeavoring to secure the best that our members are assisted to bear
two to four inches has fallen over
the rebuffs and the
This year our the
teachers availably
the section. The storm breaks the schools are better than at any pre- - trialshardships,
of our earthly existence on this
long drouth in central Kansas.
long journey from the cradle to the
Banket of Snow.
grave by the refreshment and invigo-ratio(Continued on Page Eight.)
Sioux City, Dec. 5. The first real
that we find in the occasional
storm of the winter, lasting twenty
(pasis of pleasure provided by our sofour hours, left a blanket of snow
cial meeLngs, our entertainments and
from three to six inches over north-er- a ROOSEVELT
FINDS
jour intermingling in healthful social
and
Iowa, northern Nebraska
intercourse. And it is our aim and
Southe Dakota today.
purpose to occasionally divert out
Coasters Instantly Killed.
members from the strenuous and
nerve racking pace that is today
Wheeling, W. Va., Dec. 5. Coasting down the long and steep Alten-helrthreatening our American people.
But in entertaining and amusing
hill east of the city on a fifteen-fooHis Long Silence Since Elec- our members,
we have not lost sight,
hog sled, Harold Meyer, 13 years
of the fact that in order for a man
old, and Charles Brahler, 15 years old,
tion Day Will Be Bro.
to be able to fully enjoy healthful
were almost instantly killed yesterken
Tomorrow
his mind and heart must
amusement,
sled
when
the
crashed
afternoon
day
be attuned to the note of human syminto as ascending automobile.
pathy and kindness; that in order that
HE WILL
DISCUSS
POLITICS his sense of humor and desire for
TWO CITIES DISAPPOINTED
pleasure may not be developed at the
BY THE CENSUS RETURNS.
expense and to the injury of his sense
The population of Grand Junction,. Occasion Will Be Dinner of of sympathy and fitting regard for the
graver affairs of this life, and hia
New Haven Chamber of
Colorado, is 7,755, as against 3,503 in
proper consideration of the mysteriof
Busicent
121.3 per
1900, a gain
Commerce.
ous future beyond the grave, we yearness men believed the census would
ly provide such exercises as these
show nearly 10,000 in Grand Junction.
New Haven, Dec. 5. Colonel Roose- which tend to lead men to think and
The population of Laredo, Texas, is
contemplate upon the greatest of all
14,855, compared with 13,429 in 1900, velt will make his first public utterand softening influences
humanizing
a growth of only 10 per cent ln ten ance since election at the dinner of that
but awe inspiring
unknown,
comthe New Haven chamber of
years,
of life; that since the birth
mystery
California Counties.
merce on Tuesday evening. In his let- of man has served as a check or damWashington, D. C, Dec. 5. The po- ter of
the per upon man's inclination to evil
accepting the invitation,
conpulation of California counties
Colonel said that his address will be that unseen hand that opens the eye
Aleme-ciis:
cities
the
taining
principal
to the beauties of life and closes it
Los Angeles. 504,131; in the nature of a survey of the re- to open upon the beauties of
240,131;
eternity.
cent elections and also include a perSacramento, 67,806; San Diego,
,Thus it is that today in every town
San Francisco, 416,912; Santa spective view of current political 1,11
events.
Clara, 83,539.
a Page Three)
(Continued
j
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COURT ERRED
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C'cU AND COUNTY TREASURER.

i

IN DISMISSING

j

j

Services to Be Private,
to
Boston, Dec. 5. In deference
Mrs. Eddy's well known taste for
simplicity, the funeral services prob
of
ably will be private, consisting
prayer and reading from the Bible
with selections from "Science and
Health". It is probable also that the
interment will be at Tilton, New'
Hampshire, where Mrs. Eddy's husband, George W. Glover, lies burled.
It is possible, however, that the remains will be buried in the crypt of
the mother church at Boston, as many
in high standing in the church favor
such action.
Funeral on Thursday.
of
Boston, Dec. 5. The officials
the Mother Church of the Christian
Science denomination decided this afternoon that the funeral of Mrs. Mary
Baker G. Eddy will take place from
her late residence on Thursday forenoon at eleven o'clock. The services
will be simple in deference to- - Mrs.
Eddys wishes.
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ADDRESSES

j

George W. Glover.

FEDERAL

of Mothers'

j

Of SIMPLEST

Prayer, Reading From Bible and
Selections From Science
and Health.

n

ELOQUENT

j

ip-

En-

Repaired.

TW0

ADDRESSES
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INCREASED BITES WILL BE

McMillan Reservoir to Be
larged and Canals to Be

THEIR DEAO

The interest manifested in themect- Simple, dignified, impressive, were
ing ot Santa
county teachers and the Klks' Memorial services at the
parents at the court house on Satur-- j Klks' Theater yesterday
afternoon.
day afternoon, is an augury of an All over the world, where a loyal Elk
awakening throughout the city and happened to be yesterday, he thought
county that will greatly increase the .lovingly of the al lit arid he deparefficiency of the schools. On motion ted hrethern in accordance with the
of R. K, Aspluhd, who made a thoupht-- I established and touching precepts of
ful address, it was voted to hold that order. The services in this city
another meeiing of the parents and yesterday afternoon were in keeping
patrons of Santa Fe county on the with the solemnity of the occasion
first Sr.turday in January.
and the audience entered Into their
A com-ormiltee to arrange for this mevting spirit wnh devotion. Morrison's
was directed to place on the program chestra rendered fitting selections
the parents, and a volunteer choir sang songs
represcntatieves of
school officers and teachers.
It was suited to the occasion.
Miss Virgialso voted to secure a larp;e delcga-- i nia Bean gave a vioiin Solo with in-- i
tion of Santa Fe county ami city spired feeling.
The services were opened with the
teachers for the meeting of the New
Mexico Educational
Association
at beautiful ritual of the order; which
Las Vegas, December
By una-- ! also closed the devotional hour. Rev.
nfmnus vote, a cordial invitation was ij. G. Myihen of the church of the
'extended to the New Mexico Kduca- - Holy Faith pronouncing a beautiful
jtional Association to meet at Santa Fe invocation as well as a significant
in Kill.
Before the meeting closed, benediction. The oflieors of the lodge
Superintendent of Public Instruction occupied their stations, each one of
of
James E. Clark spoke to the teachers which was p, .irked with houqu-.turging efficiency and practical appli- carnations. The eulogies wre pro-- '
cation of ideas suggested in teacher's nounce.--l by Attorney E. P. Daviesand
meeting. He also urged upon the Dr. F. Palmer, and each was eloquent
teachers the necessity of professional and breathed the sp!rit of loyalty to
interest to the extent of attending the departed brethcrn. the roster of
whom in the local lodge is growing
educational gatherings.
i,onSpr each J'eiir' They also d'vtUon
Address By Doctor Rolls.
of the great
Dr. J. A. Rolls spoke of the work lne aims- tne 1'""'
done by the American Medical Asso - ordpr am' on ,he moanln8 of ,,,e Klk
nf disease Memorial Day. It was a not to be foreinlinn in the
!C:,8lon and no doubt' Tve,d
and pointed out that it was a unique P,u'n
a man in the audience, who is
to
the
fact
that
organization owing
not as yet a member of the order, to
while its individual members
werej a desire to become an Elk so that
making their living by the cure of the
on the
sick, the great aim o the Association his name might be inscribed
of disease tablets of memory of so noble an oritself was the

Thousand Bales and Will Take Place on Thursday High Wind Accompanies
Netted Growers
Snow in Portions of CenAfternoon at
Boston
tral Oklahoma
$90,000
ACREAGE

IE

i

FUNERAL OF

AT CARLSBAD

ELKS HONOR

Club With Prayer and Song an
J. A. Rolls
ing Program Was Also
Carried Out.
Speaks on Health.

i

.

Anti-Saloo-

TWO THOUGHTFUL

re-

YIELD

IT

Formation

fill!

COTTON

COO

h

Recorder

assembled at noon today in a session
of more than usual Interest and importance because in three months it
expires by constitutional limitation
and the control of the House of Representatives will be surrendered to
the Democratic party. Impelling curiosity to see how men, long in the
public eye as statesmen of commanding influence, would bear up under
the crumpling of their political fortunes, drew to the capitol at an early
hour a crowd of unusual proportions.
Early work on the appropriation bills
has cleared the way lor prompt consideration o these measures, and
one or more of them will be reported
to the house this week. Strenuous efforts have been made by President
Taft and other administration leaders
to keep the budget down to the low- CELSO LOPEZ, BUILDER OF BRID
est possible limit. Today's session
will be perfunctory and brief, as the
President's message and first batch of In Celso Lopez Santa Fe county has
presidential nominations will be with- had not only an able and honest colheld until tomorrow.
lector and treasurer for three terms
but a man who takes a deep interest
Ovation for Cannon.
in public affairs and who enjoys
a
Washington, Dec. 5. Congress convened promptly at noon, there being wide circle of friends.
Mr. Lopez is distinctly a Santa Fe
a good attendance in both nouses
for he was born and educated
"hoy"
Cannon
received a remarkSpeaker
able ovation when he took up the ga here. He became a Santa Fean about
vel. The applause lasted several min- 3G years ago. His father, Rafael Lo
utes, the Democrats joining the Re- pez, was a well known merchant of
publicans in acclaiming the veteran this city. Young Lopez attended St.
Michael's college but before he was
legislator.
Representative
Champ
Clark was also given a similar ova- graduated with particular honors in
and mathematics, he
tion the Democrats hailing him as the bookkeeping
showed
a
to follow a business
desire
of
next
the
House.
speaker
Both
Houses adjourned almost immediately career by working in his father's
store when not hard at his lessons.
after the formal assembling.
When the young man left the college
Senator Elkins Improving.
he was offered a good position with
Washington, Dec. 5. Senator Elk-inof West Virginia, was pronounced Seligman Brothers with wbom he has
ever since or for UvV pat eighimproving after a consultation of phy- been,
teen years. As a .salesman, Mr. Losicians held for the purpose of
has been a great success, for he
how the recovery of the sen- pez
is well known and his friends like to
ator might be expedited. No operadeal with him.
tion was performed and it was said
Mr. Lopez has taken a keen inter
that none was necessary.

project is nearly all, gathered. The
total yield will be about 1,000 bales.
The two gins have been working
over time all fall. The price of cotton is very satisfactory. The last
sale was made at 15
for middling,
netting the grower Here about 14
cents. The seed
worth $25 a ton,
making a bale of cotton worth anywhere from $88.00 to $90.00 a bale to
the grower. The growers who have
given their cotton proper attention
are making a bale and a half to the
acre. The cotton grown here grades
very high most of it better than middling. The acreage of cotton next
season is likely to be larger than in
the history of the project
ESCAPE
McMillan Reservoir to be Enlarged.
The Reclamation Service is busy
ELECTRIC
making surveys lor additional construction on th: Carlsbad project.
McMillan reservoir will be enlarged
and extensive repairs on the main
Accomplice Confesses That canals' are contemplated.
Reservoir
He and Not Convicted
No. 3 will be thoroughly examined
and estimates made of the cost of
Man Is Guilty
construction of the reservoir. The
annual cleaning of laterals and ditches
JUSTICE MAKES BAD MISTAKE is under way and will be finished in
time for a short run ot water in January. This run of water is for the beInnocent Man Was Sentenced nefit of tothe water users who aro preplant orchards.
paring
to Be Executed on DeGovernor Mills, Adjutant General
cember 31.
A. S. Brookes, District Attorney L. O.
Fulen arrived Saturday evening and
5. Steve spent Sunday as the guests of the
Columbus, Ohio, Dec.
Scott, who is under sentence of elec- Carlsbad Elks. Company D taf the
trocution at the penitentiary on De- New Mexico National Guards was incember 31, may yet be found Innocent spected by General Brookes.
of the crime of murder. Charles
TOMMY BUWS
Jones of Miami county, accomplice of
RETIRES FROM RING.
Scott's, who turned state's evidence
Seattle, Dec. 5. Tommy Burns forand who was sentenced to , twenty mer
heavyweight champion, announcyears for manslaughter, has confes- ed bis permanent retirement from tha
sed that he and not Scott committed
ring in a letter received here last
the crime. The men were convicted night. The retirement Is due to an inof killing Gulseppe Tasmantio, Syrian jury to his knee which he received in
"
a game of la crosse some months ago.
peddlar.
Sixty-Seve-

5trcft
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Educational Association at Con Insurgents Insist That Wool Two of Big Appropriation Bills
Schedule Be Reduced at
vention at Las Vagas Will-Bto Be Reported This
This Session.
Well Attended.
Week.
Washington. Dec. 5. At the House
roll call Andrews was present.
Andrews introduced a bill that three hundred thousand acres be selected under
the direction of the secretary of the
interior to be donated to J. B. Pitaval,
archbishop of Santa Fe, for the maintenance and support of a manual training school for the youth of New Mexico.
It was read twice and referred
to the committee on territories.
Archbishop is Pleased.
His Grace, Archbishop Pitaval was
Signing Up Commissions.
own a copy of the dispatch this afPresident Charles A. Spiess and
of ternoon by a representative of the
Chief Clerk George W. Armijo
were New Mexican. He said: "To me it
the constitutional convention,
engaged today in signing the one is a great
surprise and a great pleashundred commissions of the delegates
to the convention, which also bean ure combined. While I am not famithe autograph signatures of Governor liar with this bill introduced by Mr.
Mills and Territorial Secretary Na- Andrews I am very familiar with the
than Jaffa and are handsome speci- needs of an industrial school for
boys
mens of the lithographer's craft. They
in New Mexico. To have such a
to
will be mailed
each delegate during
school was the ambition and earnest
the next few days.
wish of every one ot my predecesTerritorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero, sors. Such a school would be for the
today received the following remit- interests of the boys of New Mexico
tances: From J. D. Martinez, Jr., Taos
who, until now, have not had the adcounty, $1,514.87; B. C. Hernandez, vantage of a manual or industrial
Rio Arriba,.$l,049.04;
Thomas P. Gatraining a training of which they
ble, $75.62.
stand sorely in need. We all know
Educational Association.
what a great boon such a school would
Superintendent of Public Instruc- be,
tion James E. Clark reports that the I hadtherefore, for New Mexico, and if
anything to say about its manattendance at the annual meeting of
would have the Christian
the New Mexico educational associa- agement I those
noted educators, in
tion at Las Vegas right after Christ- Brothers,
of
school.
the
Such an approcharge
mas, will be unusually large. The
would be a Godsend and I do
Pecos valley has promised to send a priation
not know any worthier cause than an
good delegation and Santa Fe will attend in full force in order to secure industrial school for the boys of New
the convention for this city next year. Mexico."
Want Wool Schedule.
Half a day will be given to the discussion of industrial education and the
Washington, Dec. 5. The White
program has been strengthened by House was a mecca of many insurgent
adding a lecture by. former Lieuten- Republicans today. Some said they
ant Governor J. Wight' Glidings of were invited by the President. Sena
Michigan, and now editor of the Taos tor Bristow of Kansas was among the
Valley News, an orator of great bril- first callers. He was quickly followed
Norris of NeHis subject is: "Harbor by Representatives
liance.
Lights." Attorney Raiph C. Ely, the braska, Murdock and Madison of Kansilver tongued orator of Deming, will sas, and Hayes of California. Al
deliver an address on the Business- though they admit that efforts at con-man's View of the Practical in Educa- ciliation are in the air, the Insurgents
tion." Another speaker will be Mrs. continue to sing a militant tone. RepMcFarland of Denver University, who resentative Murdock declared that he
will speak on the second afternoon of had traveled all over the country during the last three months and he
the convention.
Will Visit San Miguel County Schools. knows the temper of the people.
Assistant Superintendent of Public "They want the woolen schedule reInstruction Acacio Gallegos will leave vised and reduced at this session of
this afternoon for San Miguel coun- Congress regardless of whether the
ty to visit the rural schools in that tariff board is ready to report," said
Mr. Murdock. "Everybody is talking
section.
wool and the. revision of the tariff;
one schedule at the time. They are
ALONG FIRING LINE
OF PROHIBITION TOWN. willing to wait, for everything except
wool. And when that schedule is reSale of Intoxicating Liquors to be vised the people want woolen cloth
tagged to show the amount of wool
Forbidden In New York College
and the amount of cotton in it. PeoTowns.
ple want Congress to do something
quit talking so much. People alIthaca, N. T., Dec. 5. A bill to for- and
bid the sale of intoxicating liquors so have their eyes on the higher
within four miles of any university courts and don't want decisions renIn which the state Is interested, will dered merely on technicalities."
be Introduced in the next legislature,
UNIONISTS ARE NOW
according to Mrs. Mary B. Wood, preSEVEN VOTES AHEAD.
sident of Tompkins county W. C; T.
XI.
Such a law would affect many
Cornell student clubs In Ithaca. All Polling Took Place in
Constituencies Throughout Great
towns in Tompkins and sorrounding
Britain Today,
counties are "dry."
Hobson Out for Prohibition.
London, Dec. 5. Another batch of
Lynchburg, Va., Dec. 5. Police last unopposed returns in the
parliamentanight are searching for an unidenti- ry elections
today made the status
fied man who fired a revolver bullet
of parties this afternoon as follows:
through the window of the headquart- Government
coalition; Liberals 66;
n
ers here of the
league, oc- Laborites 8; Irish Nationalists 7;
cupied by the Rev. J. D. McAllister, total 71.
Opposition: Unionists 78
general secretary. The bullet lodged in the wall directly over the desk Polling took place in 67 constituencies today, returning 75 members.
of Rev. McAllister, who had left the
room a few minutes before.

OF

Memorial Ser-tor- s
Interesting Session of Educa- - Impressive
and Parents at Court
vices Held Yesterday at
House
the Elks Theater
CLEflK

The hearing the suit for the removal of Charles C. Murray, as receiver
of the New Mexico Central railroad,
which was to have been resumed today before Judge John R. McFie In
chambers, has been postponed upon
the request of the petitioners, because
of the inability to obtain the attendance of witnesses at this time. No
definite date has been set for resumption of the hearing as the parties to
the suit are unable to fix a date at
this time, but notice will be given of
future hearings in the case.
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fAGE TWO

THE SAKTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

THE LITTLE STORE
WE HAVE THE GOODS
FRESH GROCERIES,
CHOICE FRESH CANDIES
FRESH NEW ENGLAND BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

TRY US.
Winter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

f

WE

ANEW LINE

Telephone

No, 40.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TIUKE1 S
"ALL

WITH

CASH
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PURCHASES

We guarantee complete relief to all
sufferers from constipation. In every case where we fail we will supply
the medicine free.
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, ef
fective, dependable and safe bowel
regulator, strengthener and tonic.
nature's functions
They
in a quiet, easy way. They do not
cause any inconvenience, griping or
nausea. They are so pleasant to take
and work so easily that they may be
taken by any one at any time. They
thoroughly tone up the whole system
to healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
and Ideal for the use of children, old
folks and delicate persons. We cannot too highly recommend them to
all sufferers from any form of constipation and Its attendant evils. Two
sizes, 10c and 25c. Remember, you
can obtain Rexall Remedies in this
community only at our store The
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug Co

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1910.

Maes Manuel
Romero Arturo
Martinez Gregorio
Martinez Estanislado
Otto Jos
Ortega Jim

Philips France
Padia S
Pacheco Felix
Roberson

Established 1856.

Mrs. Rena

Rivera M
Sanders CShester
Sanches Juan de Jesus
Sandoval Jose (2)
West Anna
West Annie
Wilson Vincent
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.

Spanish-America-

Case Against
Father Moog Dismissed In district court at Las Ve
gas, the case against Father Moog of
San Miguel and San Jose for embezzlement, was dismissed on motion
of the
district
attorney. Father
E. C. BURKE,
Moog was accused of collecting $300
to make improvements on the Sister's j
Postmaster.?
convent and instead expended It In
reroofing and repairing the house of
Calling cards are always useful, althe priest, it was said.
ways desirable, and the New Mexican
Died of Blood Poisoning
Mrs. J. E. can supply any kind for Christmas
Fernandez died near Colmor, Mora gifts.
county, from blood poisoning caused
by running a splinter into her right
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
thumb. The accident occurred three
weeks ago and in the interval, she at- PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to cure
of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Protended a Mrs. Lopez in confinement any case Piles
in 6 to 14 days or money retruding
who died of peritonitis.
Soon after, funded, 600.
the wound in the thumb began to
THE DAILY ROUND IIP.
show infection and despite all that
skilled medical help could do, Mrs.
Fernandez died.
THE TOUCH OF A HAND.
At times when the world seems dead.
Must File Bond for $10,000 Judge
And the heart is bound in frost;
E. R. Wright, in handling down an
When every bird or blossom
opinion in the bitterly fought
Forgotten is, or lost.
county seat case, does
A hand is laid in ours
not enter into the merits of the quo basket leaves Monday
Tuesday
Ah, the world is not so wrong;
waranto proceedings but rules that
and
Returns
And for every bud that blooms.
Thursday
Friday.
Lincoln must file bond for $10,000 by
The heart leapa up in song!
December 10. or the injunction re- - AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
Margaret Ridgely Schott.
straining the county commissioners Mrs. PO. BROWN Agentfrom paying out funds for the compleNew Paper in Quay County The tion of
Phone No. 23 Red
the new court house at Carri-zozo- ,
at
News
established
been
has
Pioneer
will be dissolved.
House, Quay county.
Three Arrests at Mogollon Pom-posof Officers Montezuma
Election
Garcia was arrested at Mogollon,
&
will
No.
A.
this
F.
A.
M.,
1,
Lodge
Socorro county, by Deputy Sheriff
at
a
hold
evening
regular meeting
Baca. He is charged with obtaining
which officers are to be elected.
AlexanDeath
of Aged Resident Mrs. money under false pretenses.
der Davis was arrested for wife beat.
and
77
E.
years
Mary
Taylor, aged
and William Smith for embezzle-- ,
for 57 years a resident of New Mexico ing
ment. All three were placed In jail
died at Cuervo, Guadalupe county.
at Socorro. On his way from Mogol
Broke Into Springer Bank Appar
lon, Deputy Sheriff Baca picked up
hold-ubusiness
at
ent novices
the
wo more men at Magdalena, who are
.
.
,
,
B
UlUIVtS UllU lilts uaiin. Ul OU1111&C1
Jli
with leaving Mogollon
charged
night but secured nothing QU t paying tnelr hotel billB.
but a revolver.
Another Murder in Mora County-She- riff
Former Sheriff is Dead-For- mer
Robert
Sammon, a deputy sheriff of
KIrby S. Woodruff, the only
who is alleged to
Ocate Mora
Republican sheriff Chaves county ever novo hoI n county,ni InrA in his
nunHif ,
'
""
of
San
at
died
Texas,
Antonio,
had,
was shot and killed on Saturday not
We have received the first shipment
Brights disease.
from his home. Two bullets pene- of Ball
far
Bearing Buggies with which
Arrested at Juna de Dios Valentin trated a vital
spot. Sammon was fif we
to stock our barn eventual
Chaves and Santiago Quintana were
expect
ty years old and leaves a wife and t
arrested at Juan de Dios, Guadalupe several
are very high class rigs,
These
ly.
children. Three years ago.
county and taken to Santa Rosa for Sammon was tried for the killing of equipped with iights fulfilling the city
examination.
.Tnhn MrWenrv hnt wnc nnniiiHoil nn ordinance.
Carr tQe
Carr Pleads Guilty-Ol- iver
pea of gel defensa gince then Give them a trial if you wish to
i
i
i,
i
i
i i
pieaaea guiny to smuggling v.iimeBe he had anticipatea trouble. He had
into the United States. Judge E. R. incurred mucn enmity on account of find a marvellously
light running
vehicle!
Wright at Alamogordo sentenced him his activity against law breakers,
to pay a fine of $1,000
Indictments-T- he
Nineteen
grand
the district
Arnold IS Acqu.tted- -ln
WILLIAMS 4
Jn territorial digtrict court at A1.
court at Roswell, William T. Arnold jury
retUrned
nineteen
buquerque
S10 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Re.
acquitted of Hie charge of mur-',,-.
tm
lnHint
on.
0,.Q
dering A. S. Luckle a fellow cowboy garUo Candelario and Corneii0 Nava-o- n
the Turkey Track ranch in Chaves (ret0 for murAeT. Joge Montoya for
When You Are
iuuuij.
stealing a horse; Bruno Armijo for.
w.
i..
two Tnousana Acre harm
"All Broke Up"
t ki
tpv.
Voroa wIth
Crawford, P. H and H. H. Bailey of beer bott,e; pedro Martinez for com.
El Paso have bought a tract of land
plicity in the assault on Perea; Duke
on the Santa Teresa grant in Dona Cnester or
larceny. Jonn BaiIey for
IHI
IWU.VUV
6,VJV
miclUUUlllJ' IJclJUlg
Louis Sedillo for larceny; J.
larceny;
acres.
C S.omstrom for issuing a worthless
Good Roads Meeting
Tonight At check; John Russell for assault.
Las Cruces tonight, Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, Assistant
LETTER LIST.
Engineer Charles D. Miller and Land
List of letters remaining uncalled
Commissioner R. P. Ervien will at- for In the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
tend a good roads meeting.
M., for the week ending Dec. 3, 1910.
a If not called for within two weeks
A. N. White,
Shot at Hold-UVP
Santa Fe employe, on Saturday night they will be sent to the dead letter
took two revolver shots at a fellow office at Washington,
in the Albuquerque railway yards who
Alexander G. H
had commanded him to throw up his
Abreau Rollins
In the way of a suit, after passing
hands. The bandit made his escape.
Angel Delfina
through a rainstorm that has transMatillitas Bisiis
Beatriz Sandoval Attempts Suicide
formed your next looking suit into the
Ballou William
Beatriz Sandoval, a New Mexico
appearance of a bundle of rags, don't
Baca
to
Denver
Junita
join
girl, who had gone to
dispalr, or get mad, but send the garChurch Mrs. O E
her sweetheart, drank a solution of
ments
to us. In less time than you
he
deserttablets
because
Chung
antiseptic
Fung
think we will return you a new suit,
ed her She was taken to the county
Catenae David (2)
to all appearance and you will find
Colon Mary
hospital and will recover.
and presit clean and
G.
de
CalCrespin
Reyes
Republican County Convention
our
sed
back
into
shape.Ajd
charges
Erwin
Mrs. John
led Chairman Jose y Armijo and Seare low.
Fraser A. F. (2)
cretary George Sena of the RepubliGardener Henry
can county central committee of GuaGreen Edna
dalupe county, have called a
Hammontree Jay
convention at Santa Rosa on
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
Hayes Edgar
December 17, to ratify the constitu
Jaramillo Felicitas
tion,
Kules Mrs May
Priests Must Eschew Politics
Thej
Lopez Pricila
official bulletin of the Holy See at
Rome on Saturday published a papal j Lopez Sofia
decree forbidding ecclesiastics to oc--J Lopez Juan Pomposo
posts. Where j Lucero Samule (2)
cupy administrative
McKinley Funice
now held they must be resigned withFor
only
yearr
Martines Franclsqulta
in four months of the date of the defirst class tonsorial parlor
cree.
in Santa Fe.
A Gallup Barber Arrested
M. S. Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain
OUR NEW PITCH
Mercury.
rea
Darber who recently
Burton,
as mercury will surely destroy the
TREATMENT
rpntiv rrnrr,Prf tn r.nii.m frnm tv
has been arrested in the Carbon Cltyinse ,sme11 fnd completely derange is
to

Toys Toys Toys
HOLIDAY GOODS
In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.

!

Come Now and Make Your Selections
THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.

For Best Laundry Work

MILITARY BRUSHES, MANICURE SETS etc.
OUR

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

M

MPEHIAL LAUNDRY

OF

Genuine Ebony Goods

SEE

of dairy butter daily," the printer used
an "h" instead of a "d" in the word
dairy. The printer takes more chances than any other man on earth.
Muchas Gracias
'The Earth" magazine for November contains an article from the pen of Paul A. F. Walter, editor of the Santa Fe New Mexican, which we commend to our readers everywhere as well worth reading
not only for the information it imparts but as a literary production.

No Reason for Doubt
A Statement of Facts Backed
by a Strong Guarantee

M.

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

IV THE

CITY

Phone 39

-

Metor Circulating Coffee Percolaters
CHAFING DISHES AND TABLE KETTLES

These machines are fitted with Acolite Burners,
and there is nothing more useful in the home;
adapted to uses inumerable.

TOOLS OF ALL KINDS.

i

I

...

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

p

i

LADIES' OUTER GARMENTS
The Kind That Give

"Smart" Appearance

A
Ladies' Capes
Misses' Capes
Ladies' Coats
Ladies Suits

S

-

---

-

$8.00 to $12.50
$5.00 to $ 6.50
$5.00 to $25.00
$15.00 to $35.00

.

.

1

.r-- M I

Prices

Goods

,,,
j,

RISK

In-w-

;

NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST
HAVE TOOLS TO
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
WE HAVE TOOLS OF ALL KINDS;
FOR FARMERS,
CARPENTERS, BLACKSMITHS, GARDENERS FOR EVERYBODY.
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR STUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN
AND SEE.

jR&sss

STATEHOOD
TOYS

AND

DOLLS

FOR XMAS. AT

FRANK

F.

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL STORE

Statehood

Prices Prevail.

&

Retail

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINHOUSE IN SANTA

I Q Hi 00
JJUUIUO

Go
845

KERR'S

Lump

CERR1LLOS

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T.4 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

FE"

E2SS45

Iff Talle went to

9, Traveling Cases, Manicure Sets,
Brush, Comb & Mirror Sets,
:
Puf Bos
Cologne Bottles
IS

N- -

ki

m.

Santa Fe last week
to have Governor Mills honor the re-

IX

Everything desireable in Jewelry Novelties.
San Francteco Street,
t Q( YONTZ Santa Fe

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED N EW MANAGEMENT
EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- CLfflAN

M- -

system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mu
cous surfaces of the system. In buylng Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you!
get the genuine. It Is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by all druggists. Price 75c per
the

quisition.
Bonito is Running Dry Report from
Lincoln county, has it that the upper
Bonito has run entirely dry. At Angus, a well 25 feet deep was dug in
the river bed, but no water was
found. The farmers are leaving their
homes in order to secure water for
domestic purposes.
The Printer is Always In Danger
A Kansas newspaper office was shot
into with buckshot the other day be
cause of a little mistake in the grocer's ad, when it read, "A fresh stock bottle.

-

.hi
Phone
Red 132

cure, (not only
guaranteed
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

w'

Hate Made New.

n CHAWnn
J,,r " VJW Drnmar
iwpiviui
1

East Side

paM

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

,

Call up

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH

BATHS

PI

Gentlemen'

the

i9

LEO HERSCH

RATON
YANKEE

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Srnithirg Coal.
sawed wood and Kind ling.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

i

Sole Agents For

Ek 45

Screened

i

POTATOES and
SALT.
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

AfSD

fresh-lookin-

n

Wholesale

oal

men

p

WdwareCoIS We have it.

If it's Hardware

BATHS

BATHS

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed: your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

'Phone 9

Bm

foitr Avian

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONH RXD 122.

The man who does the weighing, the measuring the man who knows how and
why-th- e
one whom everything depends. Our responsibility, is never lost sight of
rora moment in runner prescriptions.' &verv prescription leaviner our store is
faultless from any standpoint that you may take. You may feel safe and sure if we fill your prescriptions.

The Fresedptionist:
Pharmacy

Phone 213

ZOoEvS Pharmacy

MONDAY,

Get Your Holiday Gilts at a Discount

1

per cent Discount off all
TOYS and DOLLS.
SOLFROM 12W(

Suggestions
for Gifts
Toys
Galore:

TOJ

INCLUSIVE

EMBROIDERED SCARFS, CEN-

TER PIECES AND DRAWN
TOILET SETS,
SES, NECKTIES, etc

WORK.

PUR-

I

DOLLS - - DOLLS - - DOLLS
Everthing to make the heart of a child
glad, and RFM&MBER the DISCOUNT
on all these seasonable goods sold on the
6 days mentioned.

Adolf Scligtnan Dry Goods Company I

RIDE IN THE MOON

tice of this and many other fraternal
organizations we find the mysterious
Hand working and guiding aright the
hand and heart of the members to the
end that they may assist and comfort
one another, and that their lives may
te enriched and made better by their
contact with one another.
Justice and Brotherly
Charity,
Love, are the mottoes of this order,
and charity, which comes firBt is the
greatest of them all. It is that spirit
which promps men to scatter roses
along the path of life, aB well as to
plant them upon the grave of the departed.
There is no one who has carefully
considered our order as a whole that
can rightfully condemn it, ior wnai
ever our weaknesses may be, it can
truthfully be said that there is no one
who can practice its teachings and fail
to live a better life.
In conclusion let me admonish you
in the words of Bryant, than which
thre are none more beautiful or fitting:

'S. F. N. M

RHEUMATISM

(

WEAR KIDNEYS &THIN BLOOD

5"

12

A friend may care to

x X

m th

lower coapaat

Sri btkl I.
HARPER 4 BROTHERS
Franklin Square. New York City

i

'

i

Plrue aend me for esarriruf .on, carriar
a wt of MAKK TWAIN'
tr
Nat hum.
WOKKS, Author'
Edition, twenty fiw volurr.,
urdentoc4
It
it
doth biniinjt
that I may retain the st for fiv
days, and at the rxp:rt:on of
thatt:rn if I 60 rvt caiefor
the books, ! will rf.uni
them At yur pene
if I kep the booVx I

iriDvA

"

X

remit fi.ftO a
month until

ill

th'

foil price,
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AIN

ARK

!

:

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta.

A

Qk

SNTA

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

PRICE

It had been Mark Twain's ambition to have his books in every
American home, and he made a great personal sacrilice to bring about
this remarkable opportunity -- for the first time in the history of publishbooks
ing copyrighted books are sold at the price of
the chance will not come again.
But for Mark Twain's action this would haw been impossible. Never before
non-copyright- ed

has a copyrighted library set of a standard author's works been issued at such a
low figure.

His Complete Works
25 Beautiful Volumes

Elk-do-

i

1. THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. I.)
2. THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. II.)
3. A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. I.)
4. A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. II.)

y

per

i
'

-

EDITION

VTOW for the first time you get a complete set of all Mirk Tw.i nn s writings at
the price they have ever been sokl lvfore. lm is a
just exactly one-ha- lf
new edition, just as complete as the old one, which still sells, by the way, at
$50.00. This new edition is only $25.00 for the 25 volumes.

'

...

NEW

AT

Brothers and
Ruler,
Friends: We are here this evenine. our departed brothers and uppermost
not to mourn but to remember. We ' in our minds is the
thought ihul we
are here in obedience to the law and ' shall meet again. It is a pleasure to
mandates of the order, but in reality reflect that our departed brothers
we are here in response to the call gave freely their
enegeries to strew
of brotherly love which echoes from the path for others with fragant roses
every beat and throb of the heart. of kindness and mercy. As a ship
Memorial Sunday has a tender and
30 H. P.
$1,500
sailing over the waters leaving no
unusual signiflcan"e for Elks. It is traces of its passage, so were the
We repair and care for all makes
a day we set apart and consecrate to good deeds of our departed brothers.
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES,
the memory of the departed brothers? The record of their acts of kindness
It is a day which brings to our minds to their fellow men was written only
Palace Ave.
remembrance of loved ones, whose on the hearts of these whom in life
FE GARAGE
voices now hushed in death, were they befriended.
We cannot enum' once sweet music in our ears.
erate their virtues nor sketch the
The most beautiful customs of our events of their life. They may not
order are the annual memorial ser- - have attained distinction in private or
vices and the Eleven o'clock senti-- ; public life, but this we do know, they
CO
ment of remembrance, in the midst of belonged to the great family of
and we honor their memory be- song, and mirth and
laughter we
NEW
MEXICOt
SPRINGER,
who are,cause they dedicated their lives to
use to think of those
the
separated from us Eeach night as the uplifting of humanity -and
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw land9,
'
.
the clock strikes the hour of eleven spreading or trie principles or .orotner-lunder ditch, SiO 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
love exemplified in deeds of helpthey drink the same sentiment "to
ideal homes raady for you.
recall ful sympathy.
our absent brothers". , We
every face and every personality. He
acre
They belonged to an organization
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00
be standing in this beautiful land whose ritual is one of peace and good
may
to
locate
Bettler9on
govare
We
:ranohes.
RA.NOHKS,
prepared
of sunshine or asleep in the window-les- s will and whose
LARftB
ernmeat land. We have Irrigation enter- LAftGE
principles of charity,
AND
needing: capital. Moneyed meu are
ANI)
prise,
place of rest, careless alike of justice and brotherly love and fidelity
:
:
:
us.
SMALL.
invited tocorrespond with
SMALL
sunshine or storm? Wherever he Is are
NYfMNG IV NEW MEXICO, LET US HEM FROM YOU,
preached not only by word but by
IF YOU HEED
there goes out to him from every deed. We Elks believe in charity;
heart that bars the impress of the that charity that finds its highest deantlers a tender and loving remem- - monstrations in the minded and
brance. Today we recall our absent truest exemplification in loving words
mouth
our
DEAD.
the
of
but
virtues
order,
ELKS HONOR THEIR
we leave those acts of charity and brothers, we weave garlands of rose- and kind acts as well as humane tolelove as performed by this order to mary as we gaze upon their vacant ration. He who hands a cup of water
(Continued From Page One.)
speak for themselves, but hundreds of places. We realize that while they to the needy with an expression of
and city where exists a lodge of Elks. poor homes on the approaching anni- - have left us for- a time we shall join comfort and cheer transforms the
we find every loyal member of this versary of the birth of the child of them in one glorious reunion. When water into
invigorating nectar and the
order observing this sentiment of Bethlehem, as In the past, will receive one of our members goes hence his
a
into
galden chalice bejewelled
cup
charity and brotherly love, which Is from some mysterious source food name is indelibly traced upon the with spotless gems of love and symas old as human love and story we and clothing which will make their scroll of the dead there to remain
find every true Elk wherever he may otherwise cheerless homes happy, through all the coming years. Could pathy.
Conculding Dr. Palmer said:
roam, either in the crowded city, the and hundreds of prayers of thanks will
radiant glow of joy and
With the promise that the great
desert or the treeless plain, be sent up to the Great Throne of Just- - nesg wnicn our departed brother pour- never leave or forsake
this day giving nimseii up to ionu ice 10 De recoraea to tne credit 01 tne oA ,ntn thp A.r and desolate homes conductor will
into the shadow of
down
us
let
go
us,
antlered
herd.
dear
of
those
recollections
departed
of the distressed be reflected on their
with an abiding
of
death
the
valley
brothers who have passed beyond the
Contemplate Sorrow.
deathbed we coud see them pass from faith and an unfaltering trust in the
Our memorial services are not ap- Great Divide, and who are now resttMg Hfe t0 that 0 the reaIms above
ana broing In the cool shade besides the riv- proved of by all, and it is a common in a halo of heavenly glory.. The voi- principles of charity, justice
we
hope
and
kindly
may
love,
ers of eternity; we find him recalling remark among many that they do not ces
that throughout such a noble life therly
of translation from time
the
hour
that
the virtues of all, but carefully putting like to attend the same, because they
have been whispering words of to
may be the final initiation
aside any thought or recollection of thoughtlessly say that we have all that
and comfort to the sorrowful intoeternity
lodge above where
the
ready too much sorrow and sadness cheer
their possible frailities or faults.
heavenly
that lately
of brotherly love remain forIt is one of the grandest mottoes of in the world why make ourselves may be silent. The hands
ties
the
to
the
our order, this, which teaches us to sad and depressed by recalling the and mercifully administered
ever. To our absent brothers, transbe folded in
lodge above the
write the faults of our brothers upon sad memories of death? My friends, weak and suffering may
to the
the lated hail supreme
We write
farewell.
the sands and his virtues upon the I regard the memorial exercises of the the embrace of death, but life and forand
stars,
tablets of love and memory. It is. Elks, or any other organization or memory of their deeds will live
the sands and your
faults
upon
your
this spirit of charity that has dona body, as the most beautiful and the ever- - Whatever else death may rob virtues on tablets of love and
us of It can not take away sweet
most to make the order the bulwark heat wnrk nnaoihio t holloa fh..tof strength that it is today, for realiz- it Is good to occasionally divert the memory of our departed brothers.
The officers of Sunta Fe Lodge No.
Priceless Heritage.
ing as we do the feilities of humanity, mind in the persuit of happiness, it is
460, are: A. J. Fischer, exalted ruier;
For they are our priceless heritage C. A. Bishop,
we do not attempt to be our brother's likewise good to divert it in the con
esteemed leading
e
judge and to sit in judgment upon templation of sorry. I do not be- - Their remembrance is to us the,
F. T. Blandy, esteemed loyal
knight;
any person has ever undergone fume that remains after the flowers knight; E. P. Davies, esteemed lecturhim, but we wrap the broad mantle
of charity about him and leave him to a great sorrow or a great trial, with- - of life have been gathered. The faults
ing knight; J. D. Sena, secretary; F.
the Judgment of the only rightful and out coming forth therefrom strength- - of our brothers we write upon the E. Nuding, treasurer; P. M. A. Lienau,
ened In character and the better for sands; their virtues on tablets of love
just judge of man's actions.
esquire; Carlos Creamer, tyler; E. F.
A becoming
,
modesty forbids all his experience.
and memory. On the walls of our Coard, chaplain; G. Volney Howard,
I believe that In the work and prac-- ' hearts
loyal Elks from extolling by word of
today are hanging pictures of inner guard; A. L. Morrison, Jr., or-

c.

u

I

Kot only is the blood the great
nourishing source of our systems, but
equally as important is its work ol
removing the waste of oxodiztd tissues vhich have been consumed in
This waste is
force and bodily heat.
filtered out through the kidneys.
When, however, the kidneys become
weak and unable to perform their
regular duties, the waste is allowed
to remain in the circulation, soon
forming uric acid which destroys the
greater portion of nourishing elements
of the blood and leave it weak anj
aend. This imperfect blood deposits
into the different muscles and joints
the uratic impurity with which it i;
Then the pain?, and
contaminated.
aches of Rheumatism commence. The j
gritty formation which uric acid
causes collects in the joints and pro-duces the aches and stiffness which
alwavs accompany the disease. Like
Ko live
that when the summons wise the muscles are conted and lose
their elasticity, while the continual
comes to join
to the nerves produces swellThe innumerable caravan, that moves irritation
of the flesh.
to that mysterious realm, where ing and inflammation fc
K. cures
a.
each shall take his chamber in the
Rheumatism in
of
halls
Silent
Death,
the only way it is
Tnou goest not like the cpiarry slave
possible to overat night,
come tlie disease;
Scourged to his dungeon,
it cleanses the
But sustained and soothed by an unof all uric
blood
approach
thy
faltering trust
acid poison and
grave.
Strengthens the
Like one who wraps the drapery of
kidneys so they
coach about him, and lies down
are enabled to properly filter out the
to pleasant dreams.
waste. S. S. S. is not only the best of
Dr. Palmer's Address.
blood purifiers, but a fine tonic. Book
Dr. Palmer's address was as fol- on
Rheumatism free to all who write.
lows
Exalted

T"E
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Cartwright,

complete set of all the great humorist's works breathes his spirit the
spirit of eternal youth they are new books; to own them is always to have
new books, a fountain of youth. They never age. because humor, kindliness,
and truth never grow old. Mark Twain himself w rote a preface to this edition.
Brander Matthews has written the biographical criticism of Mark Twain and his
work. There are portraits of the author from photographs and paintings taken
at periods when the different books were in process of writing. This edition
includes his later collected writings, such as " Eve's Diary," etc., etc.

THIS

Brander Matthews says: "Mark Twain will be included in that group of writers headed
With the exception of Count Tolstoi. Twain was the greatest of
by Moliere and Cervantes.
recent modern writers and will be handed down to posterity through the trio of his works
Finn.' 'Tom Sawyer,' and ' Pudd'rihead Wilson.' Twain is a greater stylist

X.

L. King, Thomas P. Gable.
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Winning Flavour

of

Post
Is ,ure to be remembered.
It is one of those specially good things
to eat that most every body likes.
Served direct from the package with
cream and sugar- - Post Toesties are a
convenience that busy housekeepers
appreciate.
Don't be, caught without a package in
the pantry.

"The PJcmory Linger"
"
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POSTUM CEREAL COMPANY, Ltd.
Battle Creek, Mich.
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JUDGE W. E. LINDSEY
LECTURES ON CONSTITUTION
Portales, N. M., Dec. 5. Judge
Washington E. Lindsey, member of
the constitutional convention, delivered a lecture on the convention and
the constitution. He made a very interesting talk which was listened to
by a house full of people, and was
much appreciated. Mr. Lindsey told
of many of the amusing Incidents that
crept into the convention from time
to time. One was in the argument over the boundary question in which
Colonel Childers of Texlco made the
statement to the effect that he knew
where the boundary was as Je had
his house built on the line so half of
It was In New Mexico and the other
half in Texas, and by missusing that
word Austin for Santa Fe, the statement was made to sound as If he held
the offices, both as member of the legislature in Texas and delegate to the
constitutional convention in New
Mexico. This of course was different
from the facts and a different idea
than Mr, Childers intended to convey,
though it resulted in considerable
merriment at Colonel Childer's ex
pense. However, Mr. Lanasey praisea
Colonel Childers as being a fine old
man,
As to the provision for amendment,
contained In the constitution, regard
ing which so many of the Texas Dem
ocrats at Portales are making a roar,
Mr. Lindsey said the original draft
of this section was a verbatim copy
of this provision in the Texas consti
tution. Later the part allowing a ma
jority of the legislature to submit an

'Huckleberry

or Thoreau, and his 'Man that Corrupted
finest works in English literature."
than Stevenson

Hadleyburg'

is one

as Brown, Frost.
THERE are beautiful pictures by such artists

Newell, Beard, Dielman, Smedley, Thulstrup, Clinedinst,
'
Mora, Weldon, Kemble, Gilbert. Du Mond, Merrill, Opper.

of the

HARPER &
BROTHERS
Franklin Square
New York City

Please send me for
examination, carriage
free, a set of MARK

TTHE binding is in rich red rep silk book cloth with
TWAIN'S WORKS,
title labels stamped in gold. The books are
National Edition,
Author'
five volumes, cloth
oh
twenty
wove
white
paper, especially
antique
printed
binding. It is understood may
made for this edition. Each volume is of generous
retain the set for five days, and at
the expiration of that time, if do
size and bulk, ex7j.i inches.
I will return
for the
--

I

a

HARPER & BROTHERS
Franklin Square, New York City

I

not tare
books,
them at vour expense. If I keep the
I will remit $2.00
a month until
books,
the full price, $25 00, has been paid, or,
within thirty days, $23.7$ as payment in full.

Signature
Send books to
(A friend mav car

"S. F. N. M.

emphatically a compromise
There were three eledocument.
ments in the convention, two of the
Republican and one of the Democrats.
Neither element could have their own
way single handed. Then among
these three groups were the Spanish- amendment at its second session and Americans, of which tnere were thirty-eigh- t
in the convention. These Span
each eight years thereafter was addwere fearful of their
ed to it.
Mr. Lindsey pronounces the constl- - interests and wanted their rights very
tution

to OH tb
5"

12

tipper coupon)

explicitly expressed. Knowing that had better support this constitution,
ut he advised everyone to reaa tne
they were in danger of being discrimi- document
and vote to suit himself,
nated against any t me in
j
These are a few of the ldeas we
,
Anglo-of
the
tide
the
by
increasing
caugM from Mf. Llndsey,B ,ecture and
Saxon race, from their standpoint, shall look forward to the next which
acone can not blame them. And this
He is
will be by Colonel Childers.
counts for some of the sections of
to be here and speak at the
the constitution, which without this expected
court house next Monday night
explanation, sounds somewhat peculiar. Judge Lindsey expressed the
If you want anything on
try
Idea that if wo want statehood we
New Mexican Want Ad.

..,,.'
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NEAR THE TOP.
Uncle Sam with his population of
:93,471,648.
is fourth from the top
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
the
nations of the world. The
among
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER, .
Vice President. Chinese empire has four and a half
Editor and President.
times that population being credited
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurewith 4H3.553.030 inhabitants. In other
Entered as Second Class Ma tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
words, every third person in the world
$3.50 is a Chinaman.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
The British empire
.25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 rulls a close second, for the British
year
Weekly,
per
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 flag flies over 394,246,882 people, or
65 Weekly, sis months
Daily, per month, by mail
four times as many as are under the
60
7.00
quarter
mail
Weekly,
per
Daily, per year, by
Stars and Stripes. Far behind comes
(Russia with 152,000.000.
Then comes
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
j the United
States which with the Philhas over 100,000,000 people,
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to ippines
while France with 92,331,325 souls is
a
and
has
circulation
and
in
growing
the Territory,
large
every postofflce
fifth, but almost 60,000,000 of these
live in Africa. The German empire is
among the intelligent and progress! ve people of the Southwest.
sixth, 85,886,000 people of whom 12,-000,000 are in Africa. Seventh is
with more than 60,000,000 people
or about as many as Uncle Sam called
his own in 1890 before he set out on
'
DEMO- - foreign
COUNTY
THE CHAVES
UNCLE SAM'S NAVY.
conquests.
CRATS.
lines up with 46,973,359, and some-- :
Secretarv of the Navy George von
all parts of the Territory where in that neighborhood, is also
L. never in his annual report made!
comes
word
that the patriotic, unself-frlend- s the Turkish empire. But numbers are
new!
public today, certainly made no
not everything. They are not even
in New Orleans, Pensacola, sh Democrats will vote for the adop- a reliable index of national greatness.
Delegate Yet they have a certain real Bignifl
San Juan, Port Royal, New London, tiou of the constitution.
Sack PU S Harbor, (Jiueiiia anu i.avue j.ioiui i. fiuu:e oi naRi'iuiau, uavcs cance, and it is gratifying to know
for he recommends the abandonment county, for instance, who made a val- - that, inclusive of foreign possessions.
of naval stations at tnose places wmcii lant ngni m me convention ior uie this nation is beyond the hundred
cost the United States almost $2,000,-- embodiment of his ideas into the fun - imj;on mari.
000 a year,
without achieving any damental law, is not disgruntled be--j
commensurate results.
Altnougn cause tie aid not get everytmng into;
Denver has just awakened to the
Uncle Sam has a smaller navy, he the constitution that he advocated and
fact
that it is not on the main line of
John
the
Roswell
as
Register Tribune says:
has twice as many navy yards
''While Mr. Hinkle does not think travel across the continent, that It is
Bull. tn fact. Uncle Sam s nolicy, in
the past , when he did not have to be the proposed constitution is what we Jusl as mucn ana even more on
economical, has not been businesslike. should have, and not what a majority branch lines as is Santa Fe. It is pro
There has been too much "pork" in of the people really want, he is firm- - posed by Denver to expend several
the navy yard, rivers and harbors, ly convinced that it is the best we million dollars to tunnel the Rockies,
federal building and other policies. are going to get, and having been so that the main lines may place the
Each Congressman deemed it a great through the sixty days grind at Santa Queen City of the Plains on their
achievement, if he secured large appro- Ke, and being familiar with the ex- - maps. Yet, Denver, has become the
priations to be spent in his particular isting political conditions in New metropolis of the Rocky Mountains,
district, whether such expenditures Mexico, he will vote for it. In his opin- - it has today a quarter million Inhabit-ionthe first three of the amendments ;mts. it is the richest city in the moun-madwere of any benefit to the nation at
inpossible under the document tain region. It is no excuse for Santa
large or not. President Taft has
augurated a new regime of economy will be, in order: Direct primary law.- Fe therefore to say that It has lost
and in it lies true nationalism. Every school loan regulation and prohibi- out because it isn't on the main line
'
cent expended should be to obtain re- tion "
of a railroad. Main lines in themsel- As to the position of the party
do not build cities. There are
sults, not for any particular locality,
or any particular congressional dis- self in Chaves county, the same pa- - scores of towns in New Mexico on
trict, but for the nation at large. Oth per says:
main
lines, like Springer, Cerrillos,
'
er navy, yards, such as the one at
"The Democrats of Chaves county Bernalillo, which had great ambitions
are
Port
and
'at
Royal,
Charleston
at their meeting Wednesday decided to become cities but which despite the
pointed out as useless, but the recom- to pass up to the party at large the 'fact that they are on the main line
mendations of the joint board of the matter of sending delegates to the: and have many resources, have gone
army and navy will be awaited before convention at Santa Fe, to determine backward instead of forward the past
the navy department makes any final the attitude of Democracy toward the! decade or two. A
city is pretty much
recommendation as to these. On the convention.
Most of the local Dem- - what its people make it.
is
Pacific coast, the Bremerton yard
ocrats endorse the position taken by
found to be at a disadvantage and uie
cuuiuy organization anu neneve
Four good reasons are given by the
the Mare Island navy yard is severely the endorsement
of the constitution to
criticized.
be a matter of personal conviction Pecos Valley News for its advocacy
Secretary von L. Meyer recom- rather than of party. They are right of the ratification of the constitution.
are:
mends the authorization for two more about it, and that the
great majority jThpy
1st. It was made oy men elected
battleships, two colliers, one" gunboat, of them are going to vote for the conand representing the sentiments of
one river gunboat, two sea going tugs, stitution but accentuates the
fact by
me majurii oi me tiuzens oi me vanfour submarines and one submarine ThP rpferer.no nf the
e.
tender, this being the annual penalty rnir o,i i
t ' 0,1S2nd.countiesis ina New Mexico.
document that is fair
It
that. Uncle Sam must pay for being a thought, and we can not believe that
to all classes and in no way favors
world power. He may never need the rank and file will vote to
align
one class above another.
these luxuries but he must always the party as a
party against the com- ;any3rd. It is an excellent
have in mind a day when they might ing of
example ot
liberty. The Democracy of fundamental
become necessities and navies are not Chaves county are
law, in no way encroach
all
partisans
right
ing upon the privileges or duties of
built in one day. Twenty years is but they are
patriots most of all."
future legislative bodies.
about the effective life of a battleship
and even then, the last ten years of
U....VT
.o JuonnHOLL IIN THIS f,,!,. Ralnriih nf
,ntv or, 0t(e m.
that period should be spent in the
E.
leers and nlaces the nleptinn nf nffine,
second line of defense. This short life
uMuuoma envies .New Mexico its with the voters
in
is rather the result of evolution
judging not only by ex
ship design and ordnance than of ac- constitution,
tual decrcease in efficiency in the ship pressions of the press but also from
NeW Mexico maintains
private letters and interviews with!
itself.
rate of Srowtb in population
the
ely
The
OklaCherokee,
To make up for the retirement of
homa. Republican, sums up that sen- - established during the past ten years
be
must
there
these obsolete vessels,
and tlle other states and territories
timent as follows:
authorized in addition to the two
"A
much
to
be
con-estabcomplimented
' maintain their rate, or even if New
ships per. year provided in the
Mexico's rate declines in the same
lished program a sufficient number of stttutional convention composed of ad- vessels to maintain the fleet at the mirable delegates has just adjourned Proportion as that of other states, It
in the proposed state of New Mexico wi" eventually catch up to most of
minimum of twenty ships of the first
after spending as few days as possible tllem in Population, even to New York
at
line. As it will be necessary for
in the drafting of the constitution. for it nas the area and its per
centage
least five or six nations to maintain
The convention drafted the instru-- of increase the past ten years was the
navies to enforce the decree of an
ment
in the required number of days greatest of any state or territory with
international court, the secretary
does not feel that we are very near and did not exceed the appropriation three exceptions in the Union. This
the international settlement of all is made by the federal congress. There proposition is a mathematical certain-armany sensible features to the New ty, just the same as two added make
sues and the era of international
Mexico constitution but to our mind tonr.
deluthe
declares
that
he
and
peace
sion that a nation with a large popula the chief one entitled to commenda-- j
'
WWC
tion, great wealth and resources is
eXrPtSl The fo,IowinS trom'TmocnMc
dissix Roswell Daily Record is brief but
immune from attack has been
ven?,
f
EfT
,
3 nificant and Eh0Id be
pelled by the history of war. A forPermitted to
t
aDd wel"
midable array of tables showing the
into the Democratic hide by De-ll
fe8S
nf
r
construc
amount
of
naval
enormous
rai!-!'eat
17: "So far as the Record has
, F,aCtTS
,
referred to ih;noticed but one newspaper in the s
tion now under way or authorized by
provision. The delegates to the
foreign rations, is presented to justito convention realized that they could the
fy the appeal for an adherence
adoption of the constitution. There
the regular building program in this contribute no more worthy effort to may be others we have not noticed. If
the
'
of
their
state
progress
than to en the Democrats who have determined
country.
Our flag officers are the oldest in courage those who seek to build rath- to support the constitution are read
er
the world and consequently retire TVior--than those who seek to destroy cut of tbe Democratic party there will
m thf.
within a year or two after attaining
be mighty utile of the party left, and
e
that rank without developing their
tem will go the counties in the
fullest
Therefore, the
efficiency.
ot
S Democratic major!
d
Pi"
"""or vriiL, UU11U UUl ties."
secretary urges strongly the passlittle
was
attention
to
him.
now
bill
of
paid
the
pending
age
personnel
"From all indications there will he
before Congress which will insure
little opposition to the constitution
It was only a few years ago that
rapidity of promotion and the accession to the higher grades of the serv- and the state will be admitted early the idea that Los Angeles would some
ice of a limited number of officers, es- next summer. The possibilities of day be greater than San Francisco,
New Mexico have had attention called was ridiculed. Census figures pub-tpecially qualified. He also requests
them by the work of the constitu-jlisne'ast week show that San
l
the
the creation of grades above
convention and we predict that cisco county has 41G.912 inhabitants
present rear admirals so as to conform to foreign naval practice and the work of that convention will be,lWnile Los Angeles county has 501,131
tne foundation of a rapid develop- - It is true, the latter is much larger
sound administration.
than the former, but ten years hence,
The troubles which have agitated ment of the state to be."
the city of Los Angeles will have more
the marine corps during the past year
The Socorro Chieftain manifests the' people than the Golden Gate city.
find their reflex in a recommendation
of the com- right spirit when It says:
that the appointment
"We shall vote for the constitution
The official count shows that Lee
mandant of a corps who should be
a major general should be limited to without the Initiative and we would Cruce was elected Governor of Oklafour years instead of the present in- vote for it with that feature. We homa by a plurality of only 20,691.
definite term while the marines them- shall vote for the constitution with- When it Is considered that the Demselves should be stationed in two out a prohibition clause, and we would ocrats disfranchised from 20,000
to
principal posts, one on the Atlantic vote for It with such a clause. We 25,000 Republican voters, It seems cerand one on the Pacific coasts, only shall vote for the constitution with- tain that Oklahoma is returning to its
small police details being assigned to out provision for the Australian bal- senses.
lot, and we would vote for it with
the various navy yards.
If New Mexico and Colorado mainSecretary Meyer speaks with pride that provision. We shall vote for the
of the working of the reorganization! constitution with an elective Judiciary tain the same rate of growth in the
scheme Inaugurated by himself and and we would vote for it with an ap- future as they have in the past ten
points to a saving of about $4,000,0001 pointive judiciary. We shall vote for years, it will take New Mexico sixty
in the estimates for the next fiscal the constitution as it is, thanking the years to reach the same population
year. Referring to the success of 8od Lord that we have an opportu- - figures as its neighbor, the centennial
Aviator Eugene Ely in his flight from nity to vote for any state constitution state. Both will then have about
the cruiser Birmingham, the secretary at all and trusting to the good sense
inhabitants.
says that 'it appears to be practicable of the voters of New Mexico to change
ii. u ueea oe, ana we are
also for an aeroplane to board
Twelve counties of Colorado show
fully pership. But even If an aerial scout uaded that a safe and sane majority a decrease in population since 1900.
could not land on a ship from his of the citizens of the territory share All of them' are mining counties. The
aeroplane he could be taken aboard our sentiments in this regard. Please largest increases are shown In the
from the water to. make his report to distribute the ballots."
counties that depend upon agriculture
and the loss of the aeroplane would
and the few counties having large ciNew
Mexico
is still ahead of Idaho ties with manufacturing
be of no moment. So he requests an
interests. It
appropriation of $25,000 to continue In population but the latter, Is rapid- is farming that will make the west
on this Territory. How- the equal of the east in wealth and
ly gaining
the aeroplane experiments.
if
comes
now population.
statehood
ever,
will if
the
constituForty Inches of rain fell at. Paris. as it
France, last month, or more than has tion is approved on Jarnary 21 by the
Artesia, Eddy county, makes a bid
fallen at Santa Fe for three years. people, this commonwealth will rapid- - for the new normal nchnnl Wmmo
The rain may fall upon the Just and ly forge ahead of several more states it has no saloons. That will hp rrof.
unjust alike but its distribution is that now have a good lead of it in pop-- ty hard argument to counteract, the
not as equitable as it might be.
ulation and wealth.
prohihitlonlsts will say.
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Chattel Mortgage,
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Attorney-at-LaAttachment Summons as Garnishee,
Mining and Land Law.
.
sheet.
New Mexico.
Taos,
sheet.
Execution,
2

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

2

....

THE BEST

2

TO BE FOUND IN SANTA

FE

4

It has bien completely renovated
and every room is steamheated
with hot and cold water, and a bath
can hz had any time you order it.

4

4

w

4

1-- 4

1--

1--4

Prices European Plan, $1.00

4

Up

4

Summons,

C. W. G. WARD
Foi-

Las Vegas,

-

-

sheet

4

J C. DIGfJEO,

Certificate of Brand.
sheet
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet
Appearance Bond.

Territorial District Attorney
San Miguel and Mora Counties

4

Proprietor.

2

New Mexico

2

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

2

Attorneys-at-La-

2

Practice in the District Courts as
Stock Blanks.
well as before the Supreme Court of
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven;he territory.
dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
RENEHAN & DAVIE3
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davlet Vendor's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
Attorneys at Law.
Bill of ( Sale Range Delivery, 14
t
Practices in the Supreme and
sheet
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
.specialty. Office in Catron Block,
Authority to Gather, Drive - and
dauta Fe
New Mexico Handle Animals
Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
E. C. ABBOTT
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Attorney-at-LaHandle Animals Not Bearing
Practice 'n the District and Su
sheet
Brand,
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
Contrato de Partido, 2 pllego.
attention given to all business.
Escritura de Eenuncla,
pllego.
Santa Fe,
New Mexics
Documento Garantizado.
pllego.
de Blenes Muebles,
Hipoteca
6. W. PRICHARD
'
pllego.
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaDocumento de Hipoteca,
pllego.
Practice in all the District Courts
Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
nd gives special attention to cases
forma entera, full sheet.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Certificado de Matrimonlo, 10c cada
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
uno.
J
Affidavit,
EDWARD C. WADE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

1--

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

4

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.

Ks-;ric-

2

FINE SAMPLE ROOM,

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CUISINE

2

THOS. DORAN

d

Owner'--Recorde-

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

2

....

1--

1-- 2

2

G0R0NAD0 HOTEL

2

2

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER

IN THE CITY

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOU) BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
Every Koora
G. LUPE HERRERA,
RATES 50c to
a Good One.
Prop.
$1,C0

2

sheet

Attorney-at-La-

RESTAURANTS

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

per day

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and
Offices.
Las Cruces

U.

S.

Notice for Publication.
(Not Coal 01450.)
Land Department of the interior.

Land

U. S.

Offloe

at Santa Fe,

November

New Mexico

N. M
21, 1910.

Notice is hereby given that Lucy
Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
R. W. WITTMAN
on September 9, 1908, made homeDraftsman
No.
for
entry
.01450,
Copies furnished of records on file stead
In the TJ. S. Surveyo- - General's Office SW.
NE.
NW.
SE.
and Lots 2 & 3, section
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
11, Township 16 N., Range 9E..N.M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenPROBERT & COMPANY
tion to make final commutation proof,
Investments
to establish claim to the land above
Lands, Mines, Bonds & 8tocks.
described, before Register or Receiver
Money Loaned for Investors.
We have for sale general stocks of U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
Merchandise. Retail Lumber Yard and the 30th day of December, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
other Business Opportunities throughS. Tweedy, Chas. A. Siringo, John S.
out Taos county.
R. Hammitt, Edmonia
T. Hammitt,
Bank References Furnished.
. . . . New Msxloo all of Santa Fe, N. M.
Taog

...

MULLIGAN & RISING
Funeral Directors
Lioansed Embalmers

1--

"

1--

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D.
Physician & Suraeon.
Office 117 Palace Ave.
Notice for Publication.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 d. m.
(06966 Not Coal)
2 to 3 p. m., and
Department of the Interior.
by appointment.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
November 8, 1910.
Phone Red 43.
Notice is hereby given that George
Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on SepJOHN K. STAUFFER
tember 18, 1905. made homestead enNotary Public
for SW
Section
Office with the New Mexican Print try No.
2, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
Ing Compnny.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenSanta Fe
New Mexlci
tion to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above deA HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
before Register and Receiver
To be really valuable must show scribed,
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day
equally good results from each mem of December, 1910.
ber of the family using It Foley's
Claimant names as witnesses:
Honey and Tar does Just this. WhethMacarlo Leyba, Polito Leyba, Ati- er for children or gron persons Fo lano Qulntana, Isabel Leyba, all of
Tar is best and safest Leyba, N. M.
ley's Honey
for all coughs and colds. Sold by The
MANUEL OTERO,
Capital Pharmacy. .
Register.
8525-0696-

a4

ft

DAlollaT 130
PICTURE

RED

125

FRAmlltG TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALAOft

AVE

DONE.

i

Weiis Fargo
Company
Express

ml

Express forwarder
TO.

All

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY.ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Meaic
and all Foreigr Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
J- -

D. BARNES.

Aaent
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be necessary to carry
out such a large project, but it in
PERSONAL MENTION.
pointed out that the state will get it,
back f rora benefits to crops aud busi-ness.
E. R. Martin, of the forestry depart- j During the spring and fall, much
ment, is at the Claire.
water could be easily stored by the
A. J. Frank, a sightseer from Algo- building of dams where the waterdones, is at the Palace.
sheds from natural basius, could be
A. Mennett Sr. , the well known saved.
Now the creeks and rivers
salesman is at the I'alace.
are flooded, and the Gulf of Mexico
W. S. Watson, a traveling man from receives the greater portion.
Denver, is at the Palace.
$1(10.000,000 will

.UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL

TRUST CO.

&

SSO.OOO.OO

I

Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited

Asst. Caseier

Surety Bonds

Real Estate

I N SU;'K;A N C E
("Or

n6ni

For Sale
O

C- -

FURNISHED AND UN.FUR NIBHED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,
CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY

WATSON
(C.

A.

COMPANY

&

BISHOP.)

Pbone. Red So. 189

19 SanFranclscc St.

SKd?SS8

Hand pamed Dishes

"jSTiKl
1

PRICES

,

Eew

Line of Brass and Iron Eeds
Beds.

Also Canopy

GI E US A CALL.
Akers-Wagne-

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&

DIRECTORS.

THE FACT THAT THERE IS

IN VIEW OF

OUR CUSTOMERS,

IN

DE-

THE HOMES OF

REALIZING THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER

AND

TO

SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY EXTENDING

form BACHELORS BARRED
Burton Roller, a businessman
FROM PUBLIC LIFE
Pueblo, Colorado, Is at Gregg's Hotel.
C. P. Baxter, a Kansas City mining
Men With Families to Head Institutes
man, is at the Montezuma Hotel.
in Lone Star States in the
O. W. Nichols, seller of undertakFuture.
er's supplies, is here from Denver.
M. A. Aragon, is uere from Ojo
He is stopping at the Corona-do- .
Austin, Texas, Dec. 5. The state of j
Texas does not want bachelors to
Charles Leonard, a medicine sales- manage its institutions and asylums.
man from Chicago, is at the Monteau-ma- . The fact that there is a law requiring
that heads of certain institutions in
men has
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president of Texas shall be married
come to light in the action of Governor-ehere
is
convention,
constitutional
the
aplect
Colquitt in pigeon-holinfrom Las Vegas.
from single men for posiE. E. Meier, engineer in charge of plications
tions. This statutory requirement apthe Arroyo Hondo prefect, spent yesplies to the insane asylum, but no
terday in the city.
such provisions is found with referceHerman Lerch, representing a
ence to the blind asylum, deaf and
real company, is here from Denver
asylum, the Confederate home,
jdumb
calling on the grocers.
the Orphan's home, and similar insti-- i
D. H. Russell, a meat salesman is tutions. It is the purpose of the in-- l
here from Wichita, Kas. He is stop- coining administration, as it has been
ping at the Montezuma.
Governor Campbell s four
during
J. H. Herzstein, a dry goods sales- years' regime, to appoint only men of
man, formerly living in Santa Fe, is families. It is held that the married
here from the Duke City.
man Is not only more responsible, but
John T. Mulvany an attorney of Dcs is more humane, gentle and charitable
Moines. Iowa, is visiting here and in the administration of affairs, seemwill go later to Lns Vegas.
ing to have a better, broader underGuie Davis of Chicago and I. Silver- standing of the afflicted and unfortu
smith of St. Louis, are shoesalesmen nate. It is a peculiar fact in this connection that in the great flood of apstopping at the Montezuma Hotel.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albuquer- plications for office, the majority have
of
que is here on legal business and is been from bachelors. The action
the new governor has aroused much
registered at the Montesuma hotel.
alN. A. Hardeman, the well known comment in the press, and it has
hardware salesman, is here from St. ready put a premium on marriage.
Louis. He Is stopping at the Monte--i
FORTY TIMES NEW
zuma.
MEXICO'S VALUATION.
R. G. Corbett, the well known Tesu-- !
He
here.
Sunday
que rancher, spent
State Finds
was registered at the Montezuma Assessor in Lone Star
Property
$2,382,637,058 of Taxable
Hotel.
in a Year.
of
$72,283,432
Increase
Decemon
will
who
G.
J.
Albright,
ber 10 publish the New Mexico DemFort Worth, Texas, Dec. 5 A reocrat at Albuquerque In at the Claire
increase over the preceding
markable
Hotel.
is shown by the tax rolls of the
year
Postal
of
the
E. J. DeArcy manager
state of Texas. The total taxable val
TeleeraDh Company, made a trip to
uation of this largest state in the
Cerrillos. southern Santa Fe county,
Union is $2,382,637,058, which Is an
yesterday.
of $72,833,4:52 over the valuaincrease
are
here
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Carey
$2,309,803.
of
1909, which was
tion
reMr. Cafey is the
from Baltimore.
f,26. When the figures were issued by
manufaca
of
machinery
presentative

INCREASING

AN

FURNITURE

FOR NEW AND

MAND

'

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

N. B. IAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN,

ANNOUNCEMENT.
THEM,

LIBERAL

TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES
AND CONTINUING THEREWE WILL. BEGINNING DECMBER FIRST,

OUR FURNITURE
IS THE

THIS

SYSTEM OF CREDIT,

THE INSTALLMENT

INAUGURATE

AFTER.

STOVE DEPARTMENT.

AND

SYSTEM THAT

LITTLE-AT-A-TIM-

ALL THE LARGE CITIES OF THE COUNTRY.
AND THE BALANCE IN WEEKLY

DOWN

IN

IS IN

PAYING

BY

INSTALLMENTS,

VOGUE IN
A

PART

YOU

CAN

TAKE THE GOODS AND HAVE THE USE OF THEM WHILE PAYING.
THIS SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE
AND

STOVE DEPARTMENTS.

THE

REGULAR TERMS

OF CREDIT

OF OUR STORE.

PARTMENTS

THIS SYSTEM

DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT

OF THE OTHER

ANY

IN

WE POSITIVELY

WILL NOT EXTEND

BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.

WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE
FORTS OF GOOD FURNITURE,

ABLE THE PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE
RELIABLE

GOOD

OUR

FURNITURE,

EN-

TO

BECAUSE OF THEIR

LIM-

BEEN

LIFE THAT A

COM-

HOME AFFORDS.

FORTABLY FURNISHED

FE HARDWARE

MARKET REPORT

SALES, BUT
UNABLE

HAVE

ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM

SANTA

COM-

WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYINGFOR

IT, THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE

PURCHASE

DE- -

"Wis

&

SUPPLY CO.

r

:-

-:

You'll Fina it Here.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Dec. 5. Call money
2
2
per cent; Prime mercanper cent; Mexican
tile paper 3(551-Atdollars 46; Amalgamated 64
Great
chison 99
Complete end most moderate
Sugar 114
line of CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES
Northern Pfd. 1211-2- ; New York Central 1101-8- ; Northern Tacific 113
ever seen in Santa Fe, now ou display
Pacific
Southern
Reading 145
in our store.
t
Steel
Union Pacific 169
the comptroller's department genera' 112
in115
71!
company.
as
the
which
pfd.
turing
of
was
expressed
satisfaction
Navajos
We have a new and handsome line
New York, Dec. 5. Lead quiet 443
George E. Zimmer, ot Atlanta, Ga., crease is regarded as a wonderful
make most acceptable gifts typical of the country.
who has been here for several days
for thfi nrnsneritv of the iff 455; Standard copper easy; spot
on insurance business, will leave to state.
Jan, 12.4512.60; Silver
Watch for our new line of Christmas Leather Goods,
54
to
due
is
day for Espanola.
Much of this large gain
Miss Richie Seligman continues to the constant addition to the popula
GRAIN. PORK. LARO AND RIBS.
wonderful
shown
Improve and has
tion in the persons of new settlers
Chicago, 111., Dec. 5 Wheat. May
pluck in her fight for life. She is be from the north, middle west and east 971-8- ;
;j
July 94
lieved to be out of danger.
who come here, look over the terriJuly 49
Corn May 48
at.
be
not
will
Massie
Misses
which
The
they
tory and purchase land,
July 34
Oats May ?,4
home to callers until the second Tues proceed to cultivate. All through the
Jan. 18.25; May 17.Za.
Pork
day in December when they expect San Antonio territory what were desoLard Jan. 10.05; May 9.90.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus of Las Vegas, to late stretches ot mezquite and hap- GEO. M. KINSF.IX.
E.P.DAVIS, J.B.HAYWARD
May 9.45.
Ribs Jan. 9.771-2- ;
A. B.RENEIIAN
s
be with them.
Manager.
are being, cleared, comfortable
President.
WOOL MARKET.
parall
Mrs. Hugh Duval, who recently left homes are being erected, and every
St. Louis, Dec. 5. Wool lower; ter
INSURANCE AGENCY.
this city for southern Arizona, has county is constantly receiving addiSANTA FE ABSTRACT. BEALTY
and western mediums 2122;
taken up her res.dence for the winter tions to the tax roll. It is estimated ritorymediums
fine
' We
1719; fine 1213.
We write.
TITLE.
OF
her
ABSTRACTS
while
50.000
homesteaders
Los
at
Angeles, California,
that at least
prepare
LIVESTOCK.
AC-work
husband is engaged in survey
'
have come into this section in the
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE &
Receipts
Chicago, Dec. 5. Cattle
around Bisbee, Tucson and Phoenix.
past, twelve months.
We draw
Market-Stead- y
to ten lower;
CIDENT INSURANCE.
32,000.
W.
Armijo
Clerk
Probate
George
Beeves $1.457.50; Texas steers $4.15,
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
and family have returned from a very MORE FINE STREETS
western steers $4.20rfIG.25;
(fi 5.40;
LOAN and PLA.CE MONEY for clients
FOR SANTA FE.
enjoyable visit with Probate Clerk
Blockers and feeders $3.25ff?:5.70; cows;
Mr.
Las
at
Cnices.
PURIsidoro
Armijo
or
We can secure a desirable TENANT
and heifers $2.20(i6.15; calves $79.;
Armijo is confident that Dona Ana
Market
Will Go on at a Brisk Rate
Paving
Receipts 32,000.
CHASER for your property.
Hogs
for
a
good majority
county will give
WE HAVE .SEARCHED THE WORLDS MARNow That Property Owners
$7W7.45; mixed $7.0571
Light
steady.
the constitution.
We respectfully solicit your business.
INTE1.0Ui
Have Signed Petition.
AND
KET
FOR THE NEWE-57.45; heavy J7.05Ca7.50; rough
W. T. Tucker, division superintendin 7.20; good to choice heavy $7.207.30,
of street
The
paved
portion
RESTING
TOYS,
B.
HAYWARD, Manager,
JOSEPH
ent and E. A. Chambers, representa- front of the Clair6 hotel on Don Gas-- ' pigs' $G.507.40; bulk $7.257.40.
MAN
OUR STORE NEVER CONTAINED
of a well known correspondence
Market
tive,
76
M
Black
Tel
Receipts 45,000.
Sheep
par avenue has shown Santa Fans
Santa
N,
Block
Fe,
Room iy Catron
,
are
and
west-'
Denver
school, are here from
the clever work that can be done at ten lower. Native $2.234.20;
'
TO bE HAD IN
registered at the Claire. Mr. Cham a reasonable expense and Mayor Sel- !ern S2.60(ft 4.15 : yearlings $1.15fi!5.10;
NO
BETTER SELECTION
bers succeeds Joseph Hoening in this igman stated today that all of the lambs native $4.256.30; western,
YORK.
NEW.
OR
EITHER CHICAGO
territory and was formerly stationed nronerty owners on the south side of $4.506.30.
Re- IT IS KNOWN ALL OVER NEW MEXICO
5.
Cattle
have
at
one
shave
an
want
with
Dec
Plaza
easy
exception,
Pittsburg.
the
Kansas
City,
you
Whenever
ever gave,
400
southerns.
of
As good asonbarbers
that
to
have
a
part
including
15,000,
THAT OUR STORE IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
signed petition
ceipts
me at my salon
Just call or eve
or busy noon
Plaza paved. This will be done Market steady. Native steers $4.75W
AFTER
the
TEXAS
At mornand dress"
the hair with grace
111 curl
RECLAMATION PROJECT. at an early date.
of your face.
7; southern steers $45.50; southern
I'll suit the contour
FORMERLY CALLED THE
and scissors keen,
native cowa and,
of
the
My razor Bharp
many property cows $2.75(S4.50;
All but four
clean
Myshonls neat and towelsare find
Not Satisfied With Robbing New Mex- - owners on San Francisco street from heifers $2.75fi6; stockers and feeders
And everything I think you'll
To suit the taste and please the mind.
ico of Waters of Rio Grande It
Don Gaspar avenue to the bridge $3.505.25; bulls $3.404.75; calves
steers $4.255.60;
After
Others.
Out
also signed a petition to have $48; western
Reaches
have
ROOM
BATH
FIRST CLASS
that street paved and the contract wpstern cows S2.7o(fi)4.75.
Market
Receipts 6,000.
Hogs
Houston. Texas. Dec. 5. Following has been let to the penitentiary. The
Bulk $7.25(3)7.30; heavy $7.25
in
work
of
a
strong.
did
convicts
good
piece
National
to
the
have
the movement
of
7.35; packers and butchers $7.25
Reclamation Act applied to Texas, In paving San Francisco street south
e
fclephoM Btd 35
O. K. BARBER SHOP
7.35;
light $7.207.30.
hotel
it
is
and
Claire
the
thought
which state the government owns no
order
Mbvered
Market
yew
10,000.
M
N
to
now
Receipts
finish
Job
the
Sheep
well that they
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,
land, a plan has been evolved to se- the railroad
Muttons $3.504.25; lambs
track'.' It will be good- steady.
RUBBERI I RUBBER!
cure from this state one hundred milto slush and mud this coming win- $5 6.40; fed wethers and yearlings
Ik feOowisg re sr:gjreted to lite thirsty m something
bye
and you had better "rubber" this way lion dollars in a great conservation ter and good-bycool avxl tamting1
to dust in summer.
$3.755.60; fed western ewes $3.254
towns
and
all
of
cities
if you would secure the best bargains project, the aid
IRON MEW,
GINGER ALE, WtLD CHCRRY, LEMON SODA,
the state being urged for
HACK
COCO COLA,
KLONDIKE
in medicinal rubber goods of all kinds. throughout
ROOT
FIZZ,
BEER,
a statewide demand to be made to the
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
Here you will find a variety of
legislature, which meets in January.
From
sucWhile dry farming has been
WATER BA ,S AND SYRINGES
TAOS HOT
carried onin Texas, It is
BARRANCA
cessfully
usual
the
as well as gloves, mats, and
a vast addition to the
that
realized
South
North
firstBoth
f , , i mrnim itniiLniiiiTtiim
line of rubber goods handled' by
A Healthful, Delicious Bevernf thfi state will be made by
wealth
are
The
class
A
qualities
druggls!.
Bounds Trains.
more irrigation. The plan Is 'for the
age DOLE'S Hawaiian PineRHSBXH
ot guaranteed to be perfect, ana the pn enactment of a measure
for
providing
Juice.
leaves Barranca on the arrival at ces
elesefind
apple
will
as
are
low
as
you
RIPE FRUIT NOW
arrives
of
75fe
and
the appointment by the Governor
the north bound train
where In the west.
whose
CTJT FLOWERS. WEDDING
a State Water Commission,
Taos at 7 p. m.
duty it will be to investigate the sites
""TiT miles shorter than any other
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
for large lakes or reservoirs over
DESIGNS.
way. Good covered hack and good
V. BOYLE Mgr,
R,
NEW 1910 NUT MEATS, ALMONDS,
the state, and thus supply many
teams.
POULTRY YARDS
CUREHDOH
towns and farming sections. Ie Is
aA:"
FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
CANS
Tto.lB.g 4sa
WALNUTS,
reasoned that if such lakes were esRocks
White "Wyendottes. rtilckeus
and
Vure
barred
bred
Plymouth
be
& Co. tablished, the entire state would
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
re yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome tood
nor
Ptomaine
Tulwrculosis
of
but
germs
No
chance
poisoning.
the
supply,
not
ony
by
only.
benefitted,
A FKW FAT HENS FOR KATIKU.
rainfall
increased
evaporation.
the
by
earth-try
n
on
t
If
you w;i anything
eartn-- try
H you want anything on
It is estimated that from $5,000,000 to
"
New Mexican Want AO.
.

11

pried

Thfi mOSt

4

2

j

Santa

Fe Trail Curia Company

;

;

Sec'y-Trea-

i?

8

LEGAL

MOT

So

'THRILLERS"

i

"SANTA"

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

T. W. ROBERT S

soft

1

ens

ni bt

e

LINE

WOOD'YS

H.

TO

Meets'

S. KAUNE & Co.

mWI &VTSI

Hew Drink

:::::::
IT

TRY

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

Ancwrmv
- rvtwYVL,nuuii
GARDEN

THE CAPITAL

P"

FARE

PHARMACY

Pi

$5.00

NEW CHEESE OF ALL KINDS

mm

......

a

and

24

our c ectnc service

U4

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

WIGHT
'We arc Agents

Calls Operation.
LSiJSa
.?

Santa Fe Water

Light Company

)
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THE SANTA FE SEW JIEXfCAN, SANTA FE.
EVER HAVE IT?

for the Machine shop and assay laboratory are laid and the sawmill will
If You Have, the Statement of This be ready for
operation within a week.
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest
Drifts in mines. Including the MalaYou.
chite, Bloomer Girl, Floride and Little
"
Ever have a
pain in the Charlie are all In ore. In the last
back?
named, the level has been advanced
In the "small," right over the hips? eighty feet in continuous good values.
The cross-cu- t
on the 500 level of the
That's the home of backache.
Deadwood mines has reached
It's caused by sick kidneys.
the
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
NEW MEXICO.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills Last Chance vein. Grading for the
waler line is completed and a portion
cure it.
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severely and there were various other Ing a large part of the present
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that my trouble came from ductfon.
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kidneys. I finally procured j Zinc Ore on the Pecos A student
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Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought of mineralogy at Lake Arthur, Chaves
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prompt relief. I continued taking county, who reached the conclusion
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Doan's Kidney Pills and it was not that the "Pecos Valley Diamonds,"
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before every symptom
of my which are so plentiful east, of the
long
'
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disappeared. The fact that I er and occasionally found on the west
have had no return attack, warrants side, fit the description of zinc ore,
iOormeuts tu "olfax with B. P. A S. W. Ry, train both North" and South.
me in giving Doan's Kidney Pills my
SStago 'or Van Houteo N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.
Mexico Agricultural College and re- Stiweleavs Jte l;rk. N. t.. fm- rtlU'ibethtiwn, f. M., Jat 9:00 a. tu. dally except
Sundays. Fare uu one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound bairgaje carried Tree.
all dealers. Price 50 ceived the assurance that they are
For
sale
by
M lines, V,
, for the siMith at 11:11 p. m. arrives rrom
O. A S train ln-ethe cents.
Buffalo, 71 nc ore
Co.,
Sorth at 4;38 a. m.
New York, sole agents for the United
Found a Lost Mine Says the Silver
States.
City Enterprise:
E. G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. L. Whidden who has been era- Remember the name Doan's anJ
V. P. & G. M.(
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent.
take no clher.
ployed at the drilling operations of
the Savanna Copper Company, in the
Burro mountains, is in town recover- u,e fora the effects ot some injuries
I
in
received while he was underneath the
NR
1
K NHS ft Nil Mini
Ulll.LU nllU III I II 11 U
machinery of one of the drills for the
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purpose OI Oiling, in crawling out ne
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R0SWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number ot passenger
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Rosweil Auto Co., at Rosweil, N. M., at
least 24 hours ln advance. Rate fol
t E0 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
Baggage allowance
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Rosweil, N. M., connecting with ths
E3 Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island fiailroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
In Rosweil at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Rosweil at 12:30 a. m. arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The fo'lowins are the time tables
ot the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
P. m.
D. & rt. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33

east;

No. 34

south and west

GET THE GENUINE ALWAYS.

We Have Built Up

WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have every

modern facility for furnishing the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your
contracts.

substitute is a dangerous makeshift especially in medicine. The
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar cures
coughs and colds quickly and Is in a
If you want anything on earth
yellow package. Accept no substia New Mexican Want Ad.
tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
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tne Maiacnite claim ana was startea
on ore but the ore pitched away from
the shaft. The north cross cut is in
500 feet.
A considerable amount of
ore has been taken out in the dovel
opment work and this is on the dump.
ComStocyholders of the Eighty-fivpany which has been shipping this
summer are expected at Lordsburg
this week to look over the ground
preparatory to planning further development work. C. A. Arnold of
Douglas, Arizona has obtained options for the Calumet & Arizona Company on several silica properties at
Shakespeare. The strike of the ore
haulers near Lordsburg for an ad
vance of 25 per cent is in status quo,
except that the stock and wagons
of one teamster were attached for
debt and seven wagons and horses
arrived from Douglas, Arizona, to
take the place of the teams of striking teamsters.
White Oaks A rich strike of gold
ore in the North Homestake mine was
made on the 900 foot level, in a drift
running in the direction of the South
Homestake property.
The owners.
Jackson, Queen & Lane, have not as
yet determined the average value of
the ore per ton, as it is their intention to put It through the North Home-stak- e
mill on which they have a lease
as fast as they take it out, but from
the few assays they have had made
since the strike of a few days ago, a
curious showing hitherto unheard of
In that camp was the presence of silver in the ore to the amount of two
ounces per ton. For that reason they
have decided to call the new discovery the Silver Streak. The Old Abe
mine is producing a better grade of
ore from the fifth level, for some time
past than it had been doing, keeping
the 20 stamp mill going to its full capacity with very encouraging results:
also that Chris. Yaeger and N. C.
Thompson, both of EI Paso, in' the
Cliff and Miners Cabin claims are obtaining plenty of ore in their tunnel,
which all shows pay, some of it being
very high grade.
Mogollon Six thousand Troy ounces of refined gold and silver bullion
were melted and 60 sacks of concen-

Charles W. Dudrow
try

trates were produced during last
week by the Ernestine Mining Com
pany. Five hundred and eighty-fou- r
tone of ore were treated taken large
ly from development which is being
advanced in parts of the mine with
encouraging results. It is authorita
tively stated that there is now over
$1,000,000 more ore blocked out than
at the beginning of the year. This
is signficant when It is recalled that
mine operation and development for
the greater part of the period has been
prosecuted only one nine hour shift
a day while the mill has been running
24 hours. An examination of the
property is in progress. Nine hun- dren tons were treated during the
week from the Socorro mines producing the usual amount of concentrates and precipitates, a large portion of the ore coming from develop
ment in the lower levels. The new
management has affairs well In hand
and it is predicted this company will
continue to improve on its excellent
past record. Rapid progress has been
made ln establishing the camp started a few weeks ago by the Gold Dust
Mines Company. Lumber and other
material is being rushed in dally. The
store house Is completed and well
stocked with all necessary mining
supplies. The assay laboratory grade
is finished. The permanent boarding
house is partly up and blacksmith
shop under cover. In all, there are
10 buildings
constructed or being
built. In the mine, among other
work, the east and west drifts from
the cross cut tunnel have been adfeet in continuous
vanced sixty-fivore. The new hoist delivered at the
Cooney mine will be installed near the
boilers. Excavation is in progress for
three tanks, having a capacity of
gallons, in which will, be stored
the crude fuel oil. The foundations
e
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

"The West Point of the Southwwii."

f cms known as Best, infest. Alwavs RHUH.
SOLD BY Dfl'JGGiSTS EVF.RYWKER

Army Officers Detailed by Vint beaiim-n- i
CLA
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL

rmy

to be known, was

buried with him.
Prospectors searched every nook and
corner of the mountains ami finally
stumbled upon the "blind" valley and
the cave where remains of some of
the dead miner's effects such as blacksmith's tools, were found They were
identified as belonging to the dead
miner but there wasn't anything In
the neighborhood that even looked
like a mine or that gave prospect of
ever having been one. When Mr.
Case finished his talk, he and Mr.
Whfdden strolled down to where the
remains of the dead miner's camp
were still visible but observing nothing that looked like ore. Mr. Whid-desuggested they go in the opposite
direction.
This they did and while
a
walking along, Whidden noticed
blazed tree. Pretty soon he came
arrnss nnnthpr nriA snrl rnlline' Mr
Case,g attention to it they soon traced

n

CONSTITUTION

Through Ac&denilc course, preparing
men for college or for business life. (jrcai
amiwint of opoD air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School to the UdIou. Locale
on th beautiful Pecos Valley the garnet)
spot of the West ti d e'evatlcc of 1.700
feet nbrwe sea level, stmsbJiie everv day. but
line raia or too during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all rau-ate- s
frou stardard eastern colleges. Ten
Ouildlags, thoroughly f urolxteed, beatud. light
ed and mndiern lr all respect.
BEOENTN E. A. Cahoun, President, W
(i, HatniltOd, Vice Presided; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. AtklnsoD Secretary, and W
A PI d lay
For particulars and illustrated
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON
Superintendent
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of the blazed trees
After further
Bearch th
d!scovere(l one of the
monuments of the claim built of a
mound of stones on top of which was
an empty tin can. It had evidently
contained the original location notice
0f the unfortunate miner.
Having
traced the claim the problem was to
fjnd the ore. They went over every
inth of the ground before they finally
located it and then they weren't at
all certain about it. They took the
rnck that lnnkprl tnnst litelv tn
tain values. Quietly they returned to
t0
for assaying
Returns on the first
Sam'lleS ran 165' 011 the sec"d
ing and on the third over $1,000. It
is needless to add they lost ro time
in locatine the claim and Mr. Case
has been holding it down with his
presence ever since. They are now
r
on a deal for its sale to eastern
pie."
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VIA THE SANTA FE

WINTER TOURIST

RATES

ON SALE NOW

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

SAN FBAJKIISCO,

)

r5b9

CITY OP MEXICO,
hovg: time limit

68. 15,

W.W

PHOENIX ARIZ, U5

Libera)

privileges

atop-ove- r

Through Pullman and Tourist Sleepers..
Comfortable Chair Cars, Steam
Heated and Electric Lighted.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY:

For further information, timetables- axd
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent Santa Fe, N. M.
-

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD
Lump; nut
run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

and-min-

"

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THO HAS K DELGADO, Mgr.
HOTEL ARRIVALS

MAKERS

1

"A."

"oth-diverte- d

11

5, 1910.

PILLS

-

J

Boston; H. G. Calkins, Forestry ServN. A. Akerman, St. Louis; George
B. Whitney, J. I. East, Denver; Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Carey, Baltimore; Nelson B. Cramer, Cincinnati; E. D.
Las Vegas; C. P: Baxter, Kansas
City; G. Davis, Charles Leonard, Chicago; J. Silversmith, St. Louis; Herman Lerch, Denver; D. H. Russell,
Wichita, Kas.; J. Hi, Herzstein, E. W.
Dobson, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
J. A. Blvins, Estancla; M. Aragon,
Ojo Caliente; F. N. Dove, Denver.

ice;

Palace.
F. J. Cashin, R. C. Campbell, Denver; A. Mennett, Sr., Las Vegas; E.
E. Meier, City; O. W. Nichols, Denver; A. J. Frank, Mrs. J. Reinken,
Algodones; W. J. Splnden, New York;
Charles A. Spless, Las Vegas; W. S.
Watson, Denver.
Claire.
F. R. Martin,. Santa Fe; J. E. Harrison, Pecos; W. T. Tucker and A. E.
Chambers, Denver; E. E. Ford, St CIGAR ET" SMOKERS ON SANTA
Louis; J. G. Albright, Albuquerque;
FE GIVEN BLACK EYE.
J. E. Harrison, Pecos.
Kas., Dec. 5. The AtchiTopeka,
Gregg.
comJohn Johnston, Louisville,
Ky.; son, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad
Guadalupe Archuleta, Raton; William pany today sent a notice to officials
C. Ellsworth, Kansas City; Lew Garthroughout the system that the comcia, Golden; Burton Roller, Pueblo;
pany does not care to continue ln Its
George W. Brown, Kansas City.
employ persons who are persistent
Montezuma.
R. G. Cobbett, Tesuque; John T. users of cigarettes. The use of ciMulvany, Des Moines; Nathan Hale, gars and pipes is not prohibited.
Lu-ja-

13
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The FLAVOUR'S
THERE

t

See that you get it out
The reason "mother's pies" tasted so
much better than the kind you get at the
restaurant, is because she took pains to
make the pies "just right."
It's that way with

I

HON. E. S. STOVER.
Delegate in the Constitutional Conven tion from Albuquerque,
county and Known as "The Children's Friend."

Bernalillo

j

Hon. E. S. Stover, delegate in the
constitutioaal convention from Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, was formof Kansas.
erly lieutenant governor
He came to Albuquerque
in 1877
With A. M. Coddington, W. E. Talbert
and W. P. McClure, he engaged in
business under the name of Stover,
McClure and company. The firm had
been establisehd in West Las Animas
Colorado. In 1881 they located In
the new town where the Hatel Alva-radnow stands. In 1884 this firm
was succeeded by Stover Crary and
Co., who sold out in 1893 to Gross,

Mr. Stover had the rare distinction
of sitting in two constitutional conven
tions, that of 21 years ago and the
convention lust closed. In the latter
convention Mr. Stover distinguished
himself by getting the juvenile court

Kelly & Co.

to be

o

W Til

1

the

DM'BER

BRAVW.

A
A.vrfi.r Hrurjrll ft fj.
MiUhi.U'.''V Ufainond
llrandVt
I'lll. In It. d mdli Uoll n..llkV
boxes, sealed
lilue RiHxrttt
TaLe no nthe.r Kny of Tom
WraccUt. Ask l.'IU. :lft:K.'FKK S
IIAMM ltli l I'iLI.S. for 2
Ladl-- al

was. he was
pretty wel1 Btove UP but 18 thanMtl1
tBa(. lt was no worse.
Mr. Whidden
relates an interesting story of the
finding of a lost mine in the Mogollon
district by himself and his mining
Jack Case. The two were out
the!
scouting around and through
mountains about six months ago andpAY THAT RQAD TAX
finally landed in a "blind" vale on
OR GO TO COURT
cleft in which is a cave, a well known
landmark to the prospectors of that'
section. While sitting in the mouth Mayr Seligman Says That Suits Will
Be Entered December 15 Tag
of the cavern, talking, Mr. Case vol
Your Autos'. Tounteered the information that there!
was a lost mine somewhere in the
More than $1,000 has been raised on
vicinity of the cave but that no one
had ever been able to locate it, de the road tax, to be expended' on- Mon- '
pite the most diligent search on the tezuma avenue the taxing having been
$3 per head and $3 per bicycle and
of
The
mine
was
part
prospectors.
located some fifteen years ago by a $t.50 per horse owned. Several peoyoung miner employed in one of the ple have refused to pay the tax, howMogollon mines who brought in spec! ever, and today Mayor Seligman an- De nailed into
mens taken from the outcroppings and !nonnced tliat suen
set the camp wild with excitement court December 15 fpr violating the
when the returns were received. They road tax law. "There will be no misran away up ln the hundreds of dol- take about this," said the mayor, "for
lars. The miner refused to divulge if we cannot, collect from every one1
the location of the property and man- we might as well give back al' I the
aged to elude detection whenever he money we have collected."
visited the scene of his rich find. Not
The mayor was equally emphatic
many months afterwards he was kill- about the tagging of automobiles and
ed in a cave-ithe property in which said that he will give auto owners
he happened to be working at Mogol- until the 15th of the month to get
lon at the time and the secret of the that tag on their buzz wagons as relocation of the "Lost Mine" as it came quired by ordinance.
1
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EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
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Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route
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From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT;

CENTRAL to Torrance,

MONDAY,

"low-down-

Company.

,

s
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clause insert in the constitution carrying out his good work for the children, of whom he la called the friend
in his residence city.
Mr. Stover has been a leader in independent and progressive movements for many years, and he is an
aggressive fighter for what he believes

right

m miis

for backache, rheumatisms kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidp Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.

pf-

.

.

FOS TUM
Use four heaping teaspoon fula in each
pint of water. Then boil it at least 15
minutes after it has come to a boil.
-

It's as easy to make Postum right as
wrong and when made right you'll get a

beverage that, with good cream, is delicious and has none of the headaches and
nervousness you may be getting in your
coffee.

There's a Reason" for

POSTUM
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
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BULLS OR

BEARS

By OSWALD EASTWOOD
(Copyright

1910.

by AuccUted Literary Preis.)

Hop Miniver and her father had
not enjoyed their breakfast. Wheu
two Individuals so closely akin are
ao widely apart In their preferences
there ia small opportunity for the appetite to assert itself. It really took
something; of importance to Interfere
with Tom Miniver's appreciation of a
good breakfast, but that something
had occurred. For the first time la
her life his daughter had declared so
positively that he knew Bhe meant
It that she wouldn't!
"And why, I should like to know?"
he had demanded testily. "Oh. rather,
why not?" Tom Miniver was a purist
only when he was very angry.
"Because I can't endure him," she
had answered promptly, "and I dont
know any good reason why I should
She was only an
compel myself."
idealized replica of her masterful father In the matter of temperament
"AH bosh I Regular penny dreadful
logic!" he had declared, with a wrathful insistence that was beginning to
Interfere perceptibly with his good
looks.
"How about the implacable parent?"
she had returned, with a little smile
that emphasized hers.
That brought him to a realization of
his absurdity, but It hadn't the slightest effect on his determination to
have his own way In this business.
8he had succeeded in spoiling his
breakfast, but she could not overrule
him in this matter which concerned
him so vitally. By a strange mental
concidence Hope arrived at precisely
the same conclusion at the same mo-

I

on rue outside --Raff TOlIbwed "him.
Loud voices were calling in every
direction, messenger boys were running hither and thither and the incessant clicking of telegraphls instruments and ringing of telephone
calls set hU nervous system on edge.
No one seemed to take the slightest
notice of him, and the forced realization of his lack of Importance was
not an agreeable sensation.
After he had waited
for what
seemed to him an unconscionable
period Miniver made his appearance.
The broker was in his shirt sleeves,
open at the wrists, cuff links dangling. He bad the unllghted stub
of a cigar In his mouth and appeared
to be in a state of intense nervous
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On this afternoon, when the girl was
In the midst of her lecture, a woman
crept into the room and fell in a chair,
half fainting. The lesson continued,
the woman now and again raising her
pathetic face to the speaker, now burying it in her emaciated hands and
giving way to long sighs of exhaustion.
The face was so white, so imploring,
that when the girl stopped to weigh
another baby, she left it a moment in
the machine to go to her and ask her
address. It was well she did so, (or as
she continued her lecture, the woman,
grown too weak to listen further,
ar0Be crept t0
door
ved the
botU8 ot mllk
attendant there gave

strain.

In the

far-of-

f

state

A law they've
And the rest of
Wonder how
The law sounds

or Washington,

lately passed.
this great Union
long It will last.
strong and sturdy.
But It's got to have a grip
It It breaks that on the publlo.
Which Is taking of a tip.

"Who would be free." 'twas spoken.
"Himself must strike the blow,"
For deliverance from some yokes
There's no ghost of a show,
And from this one of tipping
Few men are so bold to break
The principles, no matter
Which chance to be at stake.
Let the one who boasts his courage
Stand the cold, reproachful eye
Of the waiter man or lady
And pass either tipless by;
Then oount up the band of bold ones,
And just watch this law. when sip!
That happens when they'd part thetn
The public from the tip.

fAGE

IE, N. M.

SEVEN

WAR A LA MODS.

VANTS

The) Intrepid general was raDytai
her wavering female troops.
"Women," she erted. "will you giv
way to mannish fears?"
A muffled murmur of indecision ran
WANT Girl for general housework
through the ranks.
Apply S. F. Hdw. & Supply Co.
we
are
clothed
"Shall it be said that
WANTKD Competent woman
for
In mall armour V shrieked the genhouse work. Apply thiB office.
general
eral.
The murmur became a mumble.
ROOM TO RENT Furnished, close
"Will you," fiercely demanded the)
In, reasonable price. Inquire at this
a
in
white
"show
feather
the
general,
office.
season when feathers are not being
worn?''
"Tea."
FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagThe effect was electrical.
"Well, I see by the new city direc
on. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 40?
the
roared
to
"Never!"
And,
have
chances
that
soldiery.
8,203
tory
you
Galisteo St
find him. Keep on looking, my friend.
forming themselves fast Into battle
more
hurled them
array, they once
FOR SALE 1
Jersey milch
Then the window closed with a bang, selves upon the enemy.
cow; 1
Jersey cow, 422
the inquirer slowlw made bis way down
Galisteo St.
the steps and disappeared in the dark
An Optimist
ness, and all was silence save for the

The belated and slightly obfuscated'
Individual with the weary feet walked
haltingly up the steps of tb.3
brick bouse and rang the bell.
Nobody appeared, and be hammered
on the door.
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MANUEL R. OTERO
dismayed to find that some of the probably your wife and children who the Masonic order and you know it "Bhe la chewing her Ice cream.''
getting angry every time I heard any looks like an encyclopedia, but he
Restates
talks
idiot
call
Answers,
one
primer."
.
LfjffPy
.
youan
(Hn and. bustle that bad assailed. Jtfm IwoqH he tuk--l
jLUaL"
t
to.
time.
llkej.
do
always takes a long.
1
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I

,

high-pitche-

r

aide-boar-

a,

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

d

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

son-in-la-

land-grabbe-

I

--

above-mentione-

g

cross-examin-

the-ult-
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GBOCERY AND 'BAKE II T
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STRICTLY FRESH (ANDREWS RANCH) Dz,
GUARANTEED FRESH KANSAS FARM Dz
Dz
FRESH COLO. RANCH

60c.

50c
40c

BUCKWHEAT
TRY1T.

On

::::::

prUvsaiv riizlit.nnu you ni'oil not hesitate as to tho quality.

i

VK

BIY THK

THAT CAN

KK BOITGHT.

F. ANDREWS

8B.t

8

11KST

mDinc

1

We have New Mexxo raised Buckwheat
freshly ground,

especially in the afternoon and at
night, the wind however subsiding by
9 o'clock.
A small sand storm made
isiiiiun uni iui iuj
walking on the streets or even sitting
outside disagreeable.
Bradfield
Says it Pays Wesley
5.
Denver,
Colo., Dec.
Brudfidd, the curio dealer in the
The forecast is fair weather
Claire hotel building, is emphatic in
tonight and Tuesday with colddeclaring that advertising pays in his
er weather tonight.
line of business. He says that his
SXXJS3SSS3KSJSXS vertisement in the New Mexican has
brought him scores of customers and
Just received a new line of Art Wall; has helped him to build up in a short
Paper at (iOEBELS.
time a splendid business that is grow- New Opera House Magdalena, So- - Ung right along,
corro county, has dedicated a new $5,-what could make a more accept-00opera house.
alti or appropriate Christmas gift, use-Embossed stationery and engraved fuj to every man and woman, than a
calling cards make most acceptable hundred engraved calling cards? The
Christmas
gifts. Call at the New New Mexican can suit the most fas- .ew Mexican ana see their exquisite tidious in this line.
designs.
Public Tax Sale County Treasurer
Chief Justice Pope Principal Speak- - Celso
I.opez conducted a public tax
William
H.
Chief
er
Justice
Pope gale m& morning at tne court house
was the principal speaker at tne imks Ke sod to T R Catron iots 13 t0 22
Memorial services at Roswell yester-o- f
Charles Fischer, and two lots near!
tfay.
the Santa Fe depot for $29.57; to Ar- Santa Fe Bridge Burned A rail-- thur B. Martin the property of the
road bridge of the Santa Fe railroad, consolidated Mining, Milling
and
over a tributary of the Pecos, fifteen Smelting Company of Bonanza, for
miles north of Roswell, was destroy ?G1.47; certain property at Cerriilos
ed by fire and traffic delayed for three of unknown owners for $28.80 to Catron and Cotron; to Leo Hersch the
days.
G. Lupe Herrera, in a new advertise- Helen B. Martin property for $48. SI.
meut today is calling attention to tne mere w ere neavy oaci; taxes on buihu
Coronado hotel as one of the best of this property.
short order restaurants in the city;
Melrose Girls Beat Portales Team
also to good rooms with electric lights, In three very fast games played at
baths, etc.
Melrose, Curry county, on Saturday,
Check Dishonored A second check Melrose carried off the honors, by the
which bears every mark of being a following scores: 12 to 11, 14 to 7 and
forgery, has turned up in Taos, for 14 to 11, The games were snappy and
the amount of $237. It was drawn it was evident from the first that the
on a bank at Salida, Missouri, and teams were well matched. The grand
stand was kept guessing as to the
protested. '
Death of an Albuquerque
Attorney outcome but Melrose whipped up at
Wallace Winn Bacon, aged 30 years, critical stages in the game, firmly
an Albuquerque attorney, died yester- - planting the leather in the basket pildny of consumption. He leaves a wifej ing up the winning score. The referee
and two children. Interment will he from Portales gave entire satisfac
lion.
made at Albany, Georgia.
Meet Tomorrow
Commissioners
Pay Your Road Tax On another
The county commissioners will meet page, Mayor Arthur Seligman ani here
tomorrow afternoon to appoint nounces that all those who have not
judges ot election for the election of paid their road tax by December 15
justices of the peace which will be will be sued. Automobiles must also
be tagged by that date. The wise man
held some time next month.
A Neat Christmas Gift Christmas will take heed and save costs
is not very far away and now is the
time to order attractive gifts. Could MISSING STUDENT NEITHER
SMOKED NOR DRANK.
anything be nicer than boxes of em
bossed stationery? Leave your orPinkertons Ask Santa Fe Police to
ders at the New Mexican.
MimnD niTV

Phone No.

i
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j
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THE REXALL

STORE

THE REXALL

STORE

-

BARGAINS IN STATIONERY

Af

A Double Box of Real
Linen Stationery for

Steel Cut
Stationery

Initial

Embossed

Box

A(
2r,J

ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG
THE

COMPANY
THE

REXALL STORE

REXALL STORE

j
i

A

.iii-'- --
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F001-BRAC- E

AN EFFECTIVE

eit

RELIEF FOR MEN AND WOMEN WHO SUFFER

FOOT DISCOMFORT
AKOta OSUPPKT.

KKATHKIt-WEKiH-

Invention lor fallen areh, worn
ordinary shoes.

'Wonderful
In

JOHN PFLUEGER

248 San Francisco St.

I hoe Specialist

FIRST GLASS
HICK SERVICE

satisfaction

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

P,;K,s

Find Albion Davis Pike, Who

Goods is

.......

SURGEON'S

Z)

Discount on Christmas

Quit Harvard in 1907.
an attractive offer and in his new adA student who had no bad habits
vertisement today Adolf Seligman is
smokeA nor drank, who
calling attention to a discount of 20 who neither
,
i
niune xor namj wui-k;per cent on all toys and dons soiu ue-- . "au a
as
such
connected
that
with
inclusive.
tween the 12th and 17th.
.... gasolinei
j
ana, steam
Read the ad.
engines, motor cars ana io-

KODORB

ORRICK. Pro

Baggies and Saddle Horses

str

wE

filed

In

-bu-ou-

the comotives.

who comes

i,JXew

of

excellent

England parentage and who was
a
Vanity education which
Coca. Manuel Espinosa, J J. Martin- most Americans would crave, is
ez et al., plaintiffs, vs. the unknown
s parents are heartbroken.
f interest in the remises inS
His name is Albion Davis Pike,
adverse to the plaintiffs, Catron and
son of B. M. Pike of Lubec, Maine.
Catron are attorneys for the plaintiffs. the
Hp w.ns n Inninr at Hnrvnrrl whpn hp
Be Heard December 7 The Taos
nlmrp rt Mfl,.ph 1R lafl7 Hp WR
county big land case of the Costilla then 2, years of age 5 feet g lnches
Land and Investment Company vs. ,all an(J
He
wHghed U(j pounds.
Robert Allen, et al., will be heard by coramltted no
wrong and his friends
Judge McFie the day after tomorrow.; and relativeB are not only greved but
This case involves the title to lota
na
mii0(1 t h, rf1ar,0!,,ot,
of land and will excite much interest Pinkerton Detective
Agency of Boshere.
ton is at work on the case which now
From 30 to 51 Degrees That was has baffled those who have searched
the range in temperature yesterday for the young man for three years. It
and the average relative humidity for is thought that Mr. Pike may have apthe day was 55 per cent. The lowest plied for a position of chauffeur, or
temperature this morning was 26 de- perhaps taken to sea. He had a fondgrees at 6 o'clock. A light snow fell ness for steam and sailing vessels
over the higher mountain peaks Sat- - and for running engines of every kind.
urday night or early yesterday morn-- ! His photo and description are posting. Yesterday was a very windy day ed in the local postoffice.
i

-

b

j

1 JnL io

1

j
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1910.

LAND OFFICE

BUSINESS
into disuse, and for the past six
FOR NOVEMBER. months it is a fact that it has had
two incumbents and they were
Receiver Muller's Report Shows That but
At twelve o'clock each night
..Homesteaders Are Still Flocking
the electric lights on the streets and
To New Mexico.
Major Fred Muller, receiver of the in the residences go out. At the same
local land office has made out his re- time a bell tolls and 110 one is support for the month of November and posed to be on the streets. If he is.
it shows that the land office is still he must report to the town marshal.
doing a good business. The report Contentment, predicated upon prospershows that nearly 25,000 acres has ity, is the cause of this peaceful con
rebeen taken up in November and the dition. The Germans have never
amount of money brought into the linquished their strict control of th
land office was over $12,000. The municipality's affairs.
complete report is as follows:
TEACHERS OF COUNTY MEET.
Original homesteads, 83 acres 13540.

education in this county, during the
past ten years, and a great deal has
been accomplished, but there is yet a
whole lot of room for improvement T
wish to extend my sincere thanks to
the Department of Education for the
valuable aid and advice they have
given me, and to Prdofessor Wood,
who has always been ready to aid me
In my work, and last but net least to
those teachers who have contributed
toward the advancement of the cause.

Advocates Mothers' Clubs.
The next on the program was Professor J. A. Wood, superintendent of
the Santa Fe public schools to whom
was assigned the subject: "The CoFinal homeoperation of the Parent and TeachSO; amount
$1330.24;
From Page One.)
(Continued
er." He spoke in part as follows, sayamount
acres
$241.
39
59C3.S1;
steads,
1
ing that he had been pleased with
14.
Coal declaration statement,
amount $3. Lieu selection, 1 vioiis term, and at least half of the the interest that, many parents in
1K0;
acre 1G0; amount, $2. Testiment on teachers employed are as good as Santa Fe had manifested in the
found anywhere in the country. schools and the interest they had
proofs, amount $137.07. Commuted any
In our public school taken in their children's work.
The
improvement
amount $S593.43.
45 acres 6917.01;
Many other parents had not maniamountfeystem has been very slow, hut thisExcesses 10, acres 28.43
nas Deen on account ot certain conui- fested much interest. There had not
$35. Original desert, 67, acres 9,197
Isolated Tract tions that have existed in most of the been that intimate relation between
19; amount $2297.89.
parent and teacher that should exist,
sales 2 acres 7153; amount 103.6jSjf rural districts, the most important
of which has been our finances. The
child comes into the home and at
The total number of acres was
of districts being so the age of five or six is sent to school
and the total receipts $12745.93. greater number
situated that hardly a four months to be placed under the care of a
term could he held, and what little teacher for five or six hours of the
THREE SOUTHERN STATES
money fell to their lot, was misman- day to supplement and add to the
HAVE GROWN SIOWLY. aged. Another was that good teach- work of
parent. Thus it is eviers were in great demand everywhere dent that the relation of parent and
Washington, Dec. 5. The census! and refused to teach for the paltry teacher should be Intimate as the
North Carolina is 2,206,287, an 'in- Rum of S?5 or S30 ner month, and an work is so closely connected. In the
crease of 312,477 or 16.5 per cent over assurance of a three months term, first place, the parent should see that
1900. Kentucky 2,2S9,905, an increase Still another has been the disastrous the pupil is sent to school on time and
of 142,731 r G.6 per cent over 1900. tendency on the part of some of the not be allowed to stay out of school
New Mexico's increase was 67.6 per parents, in keeping their children out1 if it is at all possible for the child to
the work ot
cent.
of school, and the lack of interest in be present. Otherwise
and the child
teacher
the
is
crippled
by
manifested,
school
affairs,
in
loser,
DETROIT AMERICANS WILL
these same parents. It is indeed gra- - becomes the and
absence cause the
Tardiness
TRAIN IN TEXAS. tifying to feel that these conditions
to fall behind in his lessons .and
will soon be a thing of the past, for pupil
in his work
Dec. 5. Manager with the advent of statehood, a new then he loses interest
Boerne, Texas,
to
is
next
quit school
"tep
AlAmeriera is Vastly dawning upon us.
Hugh Jennings of the Detroit
to
forced
go.
unless
entirely,
cans has selected the little town of ready the parents of school chiinren
of
ago
lmportanre
the
for
that
to
near
Antonio,
San
alaUon
th
Boerne,
are awakening
teacher
Qf
next
in
training camp of the Tigers
they must educate their children
have
spring. After a conference with the language of their country and nece
Many
suppliGg
President Navin of the Detroit base- now it rests with you dear teachers to narm.n n gchool
gnrroiyins
vprv s1ow
ball club the deal will be closed. Jen- - nn oil trip - nnd work along. The con-:.m.
nings says the Tigers will come dti,a
cently framed contains so- D0 S'
t
reing the first week ,n March and
tenda to improve our eduand is (lisc0r- main in camp three weeks
that if there
j

j

j

,

,

,

-

..

f

:.flXva.
j

Riding

catlona, system,
"
" no other good reasons to voie iui n, He next spoke of the Importance! of
San
of
ride
automobile
in an hour's
ag teachers and friends of
of parent and teacher in
miles distant. The'
thirty-twoTirtnl? ennnnrf It. TTnrler state- morals of the children.
to
the
regard
manager says the conditions there ap-- !
cQunty guperintendents will,IWe must acknowledge that our chll- town
surrounded
is
ideal.
The
pear
as they,
c(. a)d very ,mle
are
with evprarreen and! be free from political strings, cannot
hv hills
,
lour
years
for
selected
carelessness on the part of parent and
known
nd is widely
.iar
,
..
Other Ollice.
inis niema
.
run
h rnmnnrerl to the rail- tnrougnout mis section as
S'"- " for any va nn --xra.fl.
Zl.ZVZZ
made;
. .. . au-- ; Tom swucn which may cenu a um,.
health resort. He savs: "In one re- - "" ll,CIC
of tueir
..
,
or turn
usefulness
the
of
the
way
eet
Qn
to
fnr
hlgh
bf)Ta
,t
hpt(.pr
thp .
w
M
.
.
- low OTlrt Tnfl.T.!..
.. t0 aestruction.
,
u aslae
t shane outside of a big city, theyi ties, in accuiuunuc
sumciem. auii
are- likely to nave
,
very neceS'.
He thought that it was
h
and too many we
.
-friends
,.. l, tnniilrll'D
,
.
I.
in
s
to make training intenaents, wno wui
sary that parents ana teacners u
of their official duties. more watohfl,i and careful in regard
the
know
discharge
We
be.
should
as
as close
it
t0 the ianguage used by children,
what the San Antonio climate is, and, tinder statehood we will have plenty
de--;
so concerning the habits of little pil- of money for our public schools,
is just the same.
'
a
"The nearness of San Antonio will cent salaries for teachers, at least dis- - ering and gambling which are quite
apt lf unchecked to lead to dishonesty
eive the club every advantage that five months term for every school
an
in later life.
could be secured here without any of trict. This ourM to give us
out
Our gamblers never became so at
rirawhnpVa Fremient trins could cient corps of educators, and wipe
forever.;
v.
conditions
,
antinuated
oo
ln earjy- childhood formed
,i
, T,ut
nnoi
uc iiiauvr iu uou rtiuuiuu
0"w,
stand-- ;
and the returns could easily be made' Our future from an educationalone. To tne hablt of paying marbles for
fceepg and pjns and pennies for keeps,
the same evening. A tentative plan point, is indeed a very bright
entrusted the jt tnen bec0mes easy to get the
is
dear
teachers,
exhibiof
you,
numher
a
to
schedule
he
is
of moulding the characters ot jarg which may cause the child to
tion games in San Antonio, using
men and women, as the depend upon his smartness for a
our
future
Boerne as the base of operation."
welfare of our great state willing instead of honest work; a child
Boerne is the most unusual town of
the education rarely becomes a gambler unless he
its size in Texas. It was settled early depend largely, upon
We have has learned It ln the home or on the
clctizens.
its
by
in the fifties by German immigrants, possessed
which streets.
of
meetings,
series
a
and all have prospered on their farms started
will ad- He closed by advocating the organi-dressuperintendent
county
your
is
the
it
Per
and in business.
capita,
to ' zation of mothers' clubs in connec-boos- t
teachers
as
want
We
you
of
state
wealthiest settlement in a
this work along, until we can tion with the schools, when at stated
rich towns.
of times mothers and teachers could talk
are truthfully say that all children
"So contented and
some school. over the best interests of their
are
attending
age
gchool
has
gone
the inhabitants that the jail
has been a great deal of work dren and the sanitary conditions in
rested for minor offenses. And this
toward
advancing the cause ot and about their homes and the schools.
was in a community ot six thousand done
,
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Prescription Guaranteed to Keep
You Comfortable in Gold Weather

A

1

YOUR TEMPERATURE GOING DOWN? Try Overcoat treat
ment, guaranteed cure for cold, taken in small, medium or long doses,
All sorts of good Overcoats $10.00 to $25.00
TEMPERATURE STILL GOING DOWN?

15

Try Suit treatment, gets nearer to you than Overcoats, and comes at
attractive prices. Good sorts marked $12.50 to $27.50.
YOUR TEMPERATURE GONE DOWN AS FAR AS IT CAN?
NO!
Try our good, warm Underwear, all kinds, styles and grades.
THERE! We have made you comfortable at last and you'll staj
so all Winter. Pocket book isn't hurt much eitheris it? Right prices
is what makes the trade, buy of a house that never disappoints.
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